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The title of this thesis South African History Paintillg~
Reinterpretation By Women Artists indicated that the focus was to be on
South African history painting. As the research progressed, however,
it became apparent that the initial title did not encompass a broad
enough spectrum. Therefore a more suitable title for this dissertation
is A Visual Reinterpretation Of ASDects Of South African History By
Women Artists: Penelope Siopis and Philippa Skotnes.
It is the intention of this dissertation to examine the way in which
two contemporary South African women artists namely, Penelope Siopis
(1953-) and Philippa Skotnes (1957j . 1 1vlsua y challenge in their
paintings and prints respectively the conventional depictions of
recorded South African history.
Poststructuralism, deconstruction, new historicism and Postmodernism
are among the theoretical currents upon which this research is based.
It is from a Postmodern 'standpoint that selected \'jorks by Siopis and
Skotnes will be analysed. The intention of this analysis is to examine
their attempts to access the Postcolonial conditio"1 ::.n South Africa
through their . ,VlSU3-.L presentations. ~'he work of Siopis and Skotnes
reflect::,: an interes t J.n PostcoloniCi.li ty. Furthennore, their visual
imagery addresses questions of culture and po\'jer in South African
visual representation. Works such as those created by Siopis and
Skotnes can be seen as uncovering some of the contradictions within the
process of decolonization. Nederveen, Pie terse and Parekb (1995 )
describe decolonization in the following ~7ay:
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Decolonization is a process of emancipation through
mirroring, a mix of defiance and mimesis. Like colonialism
itself, it is deeply preoccupied with boundaries
boundaries of territory and identity, borders of nation and
state. (Nederveen, Pieterse and Parekh 1995: 11)
The focus in this dissertation is on the works of Siopis and Skotnes
and their use of specific deconstructive methods to undermine
prejudicial historical imagery and question established perceptions
within South African history. In other words, the visual presentation
of these two artists explores the boundaries or margins of established
history. Both Siopis and Skotnes confront in visual terms the
prejudicial representations of women and/or ethnic groups who have been
subjugated by what they perceive as white I middle class, patriarchal
The primary concern of the research is the visual imagery produced by
these two artists and the effect of deconstruction on their respective
art works. In the first chapter selected works from Siopis I s ;History
P",-intiD:;-;I (1980s) series are to be analysed. In the second chapter the
(1993) e):hibitjon. The investi3atiol1 then moves to a project entitled
lJLirr~gE;t (~_996). Sk~)tl1es was t.he curator of the t'iiSGi"Lst exhibition. It
does not contain ori':;inal a:r:!:: wDrks by Skotnes. It is hO\'lever an
extension ef the ideas which her prints embody and is therefore
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This dif'E'erta.tion includes illustrations of the paintings
discussed in the text. The illustrations can be foun::l
preceeding the initial rr.ention of the painting or etching.
tl:.ese i:Llustrations £0110'.'18 the conclusion in 'ilhich the
referenced. The images which appear in the text are black







The work of Penelope Siopis and Philippa Skotnes must be interpreted
within the context of Soueh Africa's history. The works which have been
selected for anc.lysis in this dissertation were produced in the late
1980s and early 1990s.
in the Apartheid era.
They reflect the oppressive effects of living
The works depict a socio-political subject and
they concentrate on issues such as patriarchal domination, identity,
the representation of the Other and unrecorded narratives in visual
representation. Both artists are influenced by contemporary
theoretical discourse which includes feminism, Poststructuralism and
Postcolonialism. Their art works are often resistant to or attempt to
undermine those images which contribute to the maintenance of v;hi te I
Nationalist, patriarchal values. Research into this field of study is
significant in that it investigates the impact that f>.partheid has had
on visual representation ln South Africa.
This dissertation comprises two chapters each of which has a number of
subdivisions. The first chapter examines specific paintings from
Siopis's BistQLy_l:)ainting: serles. Siopis started this series in the
iate 1980s. The works examine various sccio-political issues prevalent
in South J\frica I s history. c The intention of the \·;o:d: is to highlight
est::lblished myth~., '-"hich a:ce embedded in South lI.frical'. history.
works have been selected from the History Paintina se:cies, namely
(1988 ) The paintings deconstruct 19th century
historical imagery taken from South African history and aim to expose
the discrimination which these images inadvertently ~ecord.
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The techique Siopis uses in her paintings reflects a process of
deconstruction.
deconstruction:
The following passage describes what is meant by
As a mode of textual theory and analysis, contemporary
deconstruction subverts almost everything in the tradition,
putting in question received ideas of the sign and language,
the text, the context, the author, the reader, the role of
history, the work of interpretation, and the forms of
critical writing (Leitch 1993:ix).
Chapter 2, entitled Penelope Siopis, examines the way in which
deconstruction operates through Siopis's use of collage, fragmentation
and layering of appropriated 19th century South African historical
imagery.
Chapter 3 "~xplores some of the "contradictions and tensions" that exist
within Cl critique of cultural production (Roof and ~hegman 1995 :x) .
The problem of who can speak is one of the complications which arises
from such a critique. The question of whether artists such as Siopis
and Skotnes have the authority to speak on behalf of cultural groups to
which they do not belong i3 of primary interest in this chapter. The
predominant focus in Chapter 3 is on Skotnes and her depiction of
colonial interaction between the Khoisan and the early colonizers of
South .~frica. The historical interest which is prevalent in Skotnes's
v/ark is not dissimilc;r to that J.ll Siopis I s Hist9-.X~inting serieE',.
The historic21 interpretation given by both artists has considerable
bearing on current debates l-egarding the representation of Others. The
complexities of speaking for Others will be explored through an
investigation into the work of Skotnes. Selected prints from her
exhibition entitled SOl"md _.J;:].'olD__t_be Thinkina Strings: 'P. visual-L
1 iterarv, archaeologii;:-',l.l and historical interpretation of the fin;='.1.
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years of IXam life (1993) will be analysed. As wi th the work of
Siopis, Skotnes's work both tests and explores the boundaries of
depicting South African history. Her work ventures beyond explanatory
systems of history to an area of history and a group of people who have
long been excluded and misrepresented in history. Her visual
interpretation of the Khoisan culture explores the cosmology and
experiences of a culture about which little is known. The Khoisan are
a people who do not hold a significant place in documented South
African history.
Skotnes's interest in and interpretation of Khoisan culture has led to
much controversy. It is for this reason that this dissertation examines
some of the protestations that have been levelled at the exhibition
f1isca_g..L: N~gQtiatina Khoisan History and Material Culture (1996)
exhibition does not include any original art works by Skotnes.
This
It is
an exhibition in which her primary role is one of curator. The
inclusion of the Miscast exhibition in this dissertation is relevant in
that it offers a more tangible outflow of the ideas which are inherent
in SQund From The Thinking Strins..;i. The f1isci;lg~ exhibition is 'both
separate and different from Skotnes's prints but the extension of her
ideas from the prints into the Misc2st exhibition encourages the cross-
reference of these two exhibitions. Issues such as the
(111is) representation of the Other which are prevalent i:l. .s---ound_From'I-'.h~
TlJinkill..CJ-iitrinqs are brought to the fore in the t:Liscast exhibition in a
revelatory and compelling manner.
The chapter on Skotnes examine.s the problems of ;naking the "margins
visible as representational and/or political presences" (Roof and
Wi egman 1995: x) . As Roof and Wiegman discuss in their book entitled
Who Can Speak? (1995),
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11 the proj ect of exposing the 'margins' of
history or speaking for/about the 'Other' has proven to be not only
difficul t but at times politically suspect 11 (Roof and Wiegman 1995: x) .
In both Skotnes's prints and Siopis's History Pa1ntina series the
principles of deconstruction and that of speaking about Other cultural
groups will be explored in relation to Postmodern concepts such as the
'Death of the Author' .
Rosalind Krauss (1993) describes the phenomenon of the Death of the
Author as,
... a deliberate abandonment of authorial intention as a
ground of a work's meaning, and its replacement with a set
of cultural significations pre-existing that intention,
predetermining and de-originating it. By this notion, the
author, stripped of his or her privilege, would act as proxy
for all other subjects coming into contact with the work,
thereby tiguringtho~)e subj eets forth as radically decentred
(Krauss J,993: 163) .
Roland Barthes cla.rifies this point ill I The Death of the Aut:bor'
A text is made of rrultiple writings, dravm from many
cultures and entering into mutual relations of dialogue,
parody, contestation, but there is one place where ~~hiE:
multiplicity is focused and that place is the reader, not,
as was hitherto said, the author (Owens 1992:99).
These quotations indicate that th<c<ce is no one anS'der to the problemE:
confronted by both Siopis and Skotnes. This dissertation aims to
establiEh that the meril: in both these artists work lies in tt.eir
decision to address South Africa's controversial historical past.
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In the chapters to follow the works of Siopis and Skotnes will be
analysed from the point of view of reconciliation:
Reconciliation is about perceptions and realities, the past,
the present and the future. It is ab8ut South Africans in
their own way coming to terms with themselves and locating
their own practises vIi thin a broader social context ... People
want the story of apartheid's horrors told. I have no doubt
that in most cases the truth is already known, but people
want to put their ghosts to rest. We all have awful
memories and it is important to find out who threatened us,
who plotted against us, who tried to kill
us ... Reconciliation is about remembrance, rehabilitation and
reconstruction. ~'1e must remember in order to commi t
ourselves never to allow such despicable violations of human
rights to occur again. We must rehabilitate in order that
we become conscious of the terrible scars that colonial
conquest and racist apartheid created, and so that we emerge
all the stronger in our commitment to doing good. He are
all products of our history and must all be cleansed of





When Penelope Siopis began painting her History Painting series in the
late 1980s there was little or no spirit of reconciliation in South
Africa. Siopis, along with many artists of the time, were working in
an atmosphere of resistance to popular South African culture. The
J:Lil?_tory----.Paintin.g,.'". intend to expose the patriarchal hierarchy of power
which has had a pronounced impact on historical representation in South
Africa.
E9.LLe.Il{;'}''' OlJ........tL1VJQl1ument. (1988) [fig 1.1] is one painting in which Siopis
c,dclresse.s 1:he i~,s,1e of the recording of South African history. In
L.his pairlt.ing a tl1ol1u.lnental black fenlale figure - Patience - sits on Cl.
l)edestal of d'2bris left l.)ch.in.d b::l ~\lestern civilisati.on. Behind her
stretches an infinite 12ndscape comprising numerous images. depicting
soldiers and black warriors.
sits i:-\.cllldes
The monument of waste upon which Patience
... fruit peel:i.n<js, cl stretched canvas, a dead 'Jird, objeci.:s
d I art, Cl skull, models of cl pregnant womb ar,d a broken
heart, a little handbag, ornamental fittings, an open book,
and two views of a bust of a black man (Williamson 1989:20)
1'he image of the bus~ ta~:.e!"l frorn Cl bronze cast bl Anton "\,Tan \~O""iV,'.
significa11ce of this SCll1ptul"e to the painting b)T Siopis can be fOUGd
in the following auotE:
For me ... it [the scu.Lpt1.l':e] l'efers to the tradition of thi~
noble savage - which, given the history of racism in South
Africa, is sigGifican~ lWilliamson 1989:20) .
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By including a representation of this sculpture Siopis is questioning
the way in which certain artists such as van Wouw perceived and
stereotyped black people. Siopis is criticising the presentation of a
unified so called National a:ct which in the past was port.rayed as
conveying historical perceptions.
Siopis incorporates objects such as the binoculars, the open book, and
the fob watch as symbols of discrimination (Siopis 1991: 6) . They were
used by colonials to survey the land with the intention of dominating
and controlling those whom they colonised.
Siopis refers to the image of the broken heart as a representation of
"a static, stereotyped emblem of emotion many times removed" (Siopis
1991:6) It is devoid of emotion in that it refers to an anatomical
model used for scientific purposes. By incorporating this emblem
Siopis is making reference to the impartial or obj ective account ,,,hieh
science claims to present. This model of a broken hearc is a
manifestation of objective, scientific knowledge which is supposedly
emptied of all emotional content. The inclusion of the image of the
heart goes beyond the merely anatomical. It can be seen as
representing a certain b3rrenness or lack of emotion lD p.o:st South
A~rican painting.
T11e ir"age of Patience is based on CA sculpture of llubia ')l.=rica) which
can be found outside the new Musee d'Orsay in Paris. The relevance of
the inclusion of this sculpture is that it is "part of an a11ego2:'1c21.l
S2t of sculptures which depict the c:onti!kn:~s of tlw cc)lunial world,"
(Siopis 1991: 4) .
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By including an image \vhich relates to the depiction of Nubia [an
emblem of a colonial past] Siopis is making reference to those who were
seen as Other and upon whom civilization needed to be imposed. Just as
the magnifying glass and binoculars represent objects of discrimination
and control, Patience represents the effects of these objects of
domination and the discriminatory ideas \·:hich lay behind their use
(Siopis 1991:1).
In the painting Patience sits on the monument of civilization whilst
performing the domestic task of peeling a lemon with a knife. Siopis
comments that while the "frontal pOSB, revealed breast, and pseudo-
classical drapery [of Patience] may allude to past heroic
rapresentations of resistance, fer instance Liberty Leading the People,
her activity (the domestic task of preparing food), inverts the heroic
Western convention of depicting women" (Siopis 1991:4). Her appearance
is one of modesty, thoughtfulness and domesticity. Siopis &cknowledges
th3.t Patience is not unlixe 'the silent l:!itness in DorE!..... And T~OtheJ;:
Y.19.;)'la!l (198.8) [Fig 1.2j (Siopis 1991:!;). In both works the emblematic
image of the lemon being peeled is evident. Its significance is one of
revelation in which the past is uncovered and exposed
1986:7).
(Richards
The receding landscape background is constructed frem mediated images
c: naked savages, D02rs .. Qi-3sionaries, British military, Voc;rtrekkers
ar:d scenES of heroisi11, violence and disaster. The images are
photocopies \'Jhich have been take:l from contempor2.ry periodicals, 19th
century popular. engrav j_ogs, illustrat ions fnxn high school text books
and from various other documents on the history of South Africa. These
photocopies are cut up, collaged together and painted over to form the
Fi9ure 1.2 Penelope Siopis
Dnra And The Other Woman (1988)
Pastel on paper
1 '53 x 120 cm
Private Collection - Greg Catz
main body of the work.
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The same image is often repeated and the scale
of the image may be either enlarged or reduced. Siopis says that there
is no horizon line to restrain or define the space: "The only limit,
above and belmv, for"lard or back, is the artificial one of the frame
cnd th9 illusionisE1" (Siopis 1991: 6) .
In t:.he work entitled CCU2§ Of Good !-lope. (1939/90) [Fig 1.3] Siopis
again includes appropriated deoictions of art and artefacts which
constitute historical evidence. Al though a black "lOman is again the
subject of the history painting Kendell Geers (1990) remarks that she
is excluded fro:n th", "history depicted because of both her gender and
her race" (Geers 1990:15). In this "Jork the naked black won,an ho::-ds
up, or on to, a heavy curtain. She stands with her back to the viewer
and her arms ~re outstretched, a pose which Geers describes as being
reminiscent of the stance taken bv a slave before being whipped (Geers
1990:15). This stance reflects the history of violence and abuse
towards women and people of colour in South Africa's past. The viewer
lS forced to ackno~l'.'ledge this rnistreatment and confront the prejudice
within themselves.
Siopis uses pho·tocopied imagery tc,ken from text books to make up the
\·}:JI1.1an's body. The historical images used are of South l-,frican \'lOmen
(~escr~bes the su~£ace of t~e £e~alE £8~~ as
Eliz,=,beth Rankin (1992)
rich and seI1SUOUS in both
col.our- 2nd texh~l:e (Rankin 1992:13). Rankin a.dds that the intensity
2nd profusion 0: imagery within the dO:T,in&nt female form prevents a
simple reading of this sensLlal su:::-face t· .11lr:.aer the immediate
acauisition of meaning (Rankin 1992:13).
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Rankin says that despite the figure's nude body being outstretched and
exposed, the viewer is denied easy access (Rankin 1992:13). The tiny
collaged images that shape the contour of the woman's body are trapped
beneath a layer of wax, which is her skin. Rankin notes that the
viewer is forced to become aware of shift between surface of the image
and the depth within the image (Rankin 1992:13). Rankin explains that
the spectator, therefore, has the option of reading the collage in two
ways: either as textual detail, i.e. as a sensually painted surface,
or as individual images which embody colonial history (Rankin 1992:13).
The woman in the painting thus embodies history both literally and
figuratively Her body is constructed of images from the past, yet the
viewer is denied immediate access to this visual rendering by the wax
layer that entombs the imagery.
According to Geers, authentic, documented pottery shards were found
physically incorporated into the work (Geers 1990:15). Labels are used
to identify the place where the pottery shards where found as well as
their specific use and the cultural group that produced them.
of the woman contains a number of unidentified fragments.
The body
Geers
explains that the convex shape of these shards echo the curve of the
woman's buttocks and breasts. He goes on to say that the placement of
these shards corresponds with those areas of the ,,;oman I s body ,·:hich
would traditionally be adorned with jewellery. In an art gallery
contezt, the specific historic significance of the shards is
diminished. The shard has been removed from its original context to a
fine art context 1rlhere it is used as a formal fi!1e art component. This
altered context of the shard creates a change in meaning although its
original meaning remains evident. Geers makes the following deduction
about the altered context of the shards:
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The shards are transformed from being conceptual evidence of
a historical, practically forgotten era, into historically
loaded formal elements of a late twentieth century painting
examining issues of representation (Geers 1990:15).
pora and the Other Woman (1988) centres on the stories of two women.
Dara was a young woman from the Vie~nese bourgeoisie who, at the turn
of the century was sent to Sigmund Freud for the treatment of
"hysterical unsociability" (lihlliamson 1989: 22). saartje Baartman, the
Other woman in the painting, was a Khoisan woman who was bought by a
Victo~'ian man and exhibited in England and Paris from 1810 until her
d~ath ill 18E'. Hazel Friedman (1990) reports that Saartje was placed
~n exhibition and was displayed with ~he intention of showing both the
SPx'.:.'ll. ii:.ci raCl5.:. differe,1ces betlrleen \o;hites and blacks (FrieG.:nan
:'.990: I)) • She was used ~o reinforce the myth that black people occupy
an "infel"ior posit:.on to \olhites or, the scale ef hun13.r:ity" (Frieoulan
19'::;0:5).
aesc~ihes S2a~tje Baartman as follows:
Saartje Baartman is a potent sVMbol of the humiliation
suffer2d by indigenous people in general and ind~.qenous
Sout~ Afl~j.cans in particular ... [she] has }J2COffie 2 focus of
t:he V:2Y ir. \·!hich human beings V·lere us,?d D1' eis;ltt'O''?r:t.h-and
.:·~iI~2t~e.r:t:h-ce!'.L.l1ry theoj:ists of 1:ace tu p::ove t.hE'
su~)::-;::iJ):::'i.t! ef E~lrcpear:.s; she st.ar:ds £01:" c:l.l tl:os f;? ~Jho {.'!2~t.:..
~t~dUC2d ~o speci.mans and scientific i~fQrm2~i_o~. Her ppop12
\~2re regarded as closer to thE 2flimal K~ngdc!n t11a=1 to
~!L:!11ctl!.J..:in'::1 or .:::.~ lt~clst arnor:g the :n;.:!st Pl.-ifr.:i..ti'..-(~ of hulT.ar;
types. ~s ~ result! they became the most bru~alised people
in -:::(:2 hj.Si:OJ_"Y of southe~n Afri.ca-victi.rns of qE~noc.1..d(-:~ anc:
sle..\,"cl":"Y, stl~ir.lped of." thei.r land and tl-,~e Iab:ci.,c of t.heir
lives and their culture (Martin 19S5:9).
fl.·Or:1 en unp~~blishect d'?scription of the \,;ork by Siapis, o~tai:1ed fr0:<\
the Johannesburg Public Library.
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The image consists of a "theatrical,
baroque" setting in which the figure of Dora stands (v'lilliamson
1989:22) . The artificial, stage-like environment is made more
prominent by the inclusion of a box or pedestal upon ~iliich Dora stands
(lflilliamson 1989: 22) . Dora holds a piece of fabric around her body,
into which she buries her face in a posture of shame or embarrassment.
The function of this cloth is ambiguous: is it meant to conceal, to
cover-up or obscure, or is its function one of unveiling or
revelation? (Siopis 1991:2). Pinned onto the fabric, and scattered on
the stage-like floor are images of Saartje undergoing supposed
scientific observations (Williamson 1989: 22) . The images are drawn in
a c<-'lrtoon-like fClshion, thus heighteriing the abusive nature of the
situat.ion. They shO\" Saartj e being looked at from various angles,
orten with the use of a telescope and a magnifying glass (l'lilliamso:1
1989:22) . These instruments of science are intended to reflect the
racial and intellectual superiority of European thinking which was
prevalent in the 19th century. The belief In Hestern superiority
resulted in an almost obsessive need to establish physical difference
(I'lilliamson 19P9:22). Women such as Saartj e were subj eet to extensive
photographic documentation as part of sci.entific projects which were
established to explore racial difference.
Siopi.s rna}~~s f:.lrther reference t.o the htlmi J.iat ion and sharne i11flictec1
upon both Saartje ;:-!Dd DOl:a through the inc:LuEic;l. 0-;: L-le je;'leJ.-boz,
which appears i:1 the lower right of the painti:Jg (Sio~)is 1991:3) Th(=
je;'iel-box refers to the interpretation of one of Dora' s dreams. 'The
jewel-box was sai.d to ~,ymbolise Dora' s g'2nitals
that the box contained. The jewel-box and the specimen bottles refer
to the experiments done on Saartje, and inchcate the way in which
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science, which has traditionally been dominated by white western males,
has controlled the image of female sexuality (Siopis 1991:3). The
introduction to the book Miscast (1996) Martin states that the plaster
cast made upon Saartje' s death, together with her skeleton and sexual
organs, continue to be kept at the Musee de l' Homme in Paris (IVIartin
1996:9) It was only in December 1995 that the South African
government intervened on behalf of the Griqua people,
Saartje's remains to South Africa for burial.
to return
The lavish drapery, which occupies a large section of the painting,
together with the empty gold frames and other props, all emphasise the
artifice of the setting (Siopis 1991:4).
:L'HE HISTORY PAINTING SERIES - THE PROCESS OF DECONSTRUCT'rON
. It will become evident through the analysis of the Historv Painting
series, that Siopis sees the necessity for a thorough re-evaluation of
those humanistic principles upon v7hich art history is based (Owens
1992:203) Siopis uses deconstructive· methods such as allegory and
metaphor in her paintings. Craig Owens depicts allegorical imagery as
imagery which is appropriated (Owens 1992:205). The "allegorist does
not invent images but confiscates them [and] poses as its interpreter"
(Ov7ens 1992: 205) . He goes on to relate hm'7 the image:: becomes something
other and adds another meaning to the image" (Owens 1992:203). The use
of allegory In her paintings together with processes of collage,
fragmentation and layering, allows Siopis to question established
',.rocabularies, assumptions and methodologies used In traditional
presentations of South African history (Degenaar 1987:2)
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Siopis uses deconstruction in her paintings as a means of transcending
established borders in representation. Jacques Derrida's definition of
deconstruction relates the possibilities of this method and indicates
the possibilities that deconstruction offers artists such as Siopis.
vincent B. Leitch (1983:118) includes Derrida's concept of the text In
which Derrida describes how the text is no longer a unit nor can it be
confined within certain boundaries:
What has happened is a sort of overrun that spoils all these
boundaries and divisions and forces us to extend the
accredi ted concept, the dominant notion of a 11 text 11 , • •• is
henceforth no longer a finished corpus of writing, some
content enclosed in a book or its margins, but a
differential network, a fabric of traces referring endlessly
to something other than itself, to other differential
traces. Thus the text overnms all the limits assigned to
it so far (not submerging or drowning them in an
undifferentiated homogeneity, but rather making them more
complex, dividing and multiplying strokes and lines) (Leitch
1983:118) .
The relevance of Derrida' s definition of deconstruction to Siopis 1 s
llis_tQrY-__E.iIintinSJ series may be found in the process of layering,
fragmentation, collage and the appropriation of imagery. Elizabeth
P.ankin (1992) describes the process used by Siopis as constituting an
important part of the meaning (Rankin 1992:6) The use of collage, for
example, was to act as t_he foundation of her history paintings. Siopis
uses the procesf3 of collage as a means of extending the painti:1(;! I s
frame of reference (Rankin 1992:6) Through the collage technique
Siopis diE~rl.lpt~-; t11E: uni t}F of the irnages employed and in so doing
disrupts the certainty of dominant metaphors which these images
present. Certain dominant metaphors, such as those which maintain
white nationalist principles, are the constructs of a \tlestern
patria:cchal society and it is these established constructs of power
that Siopis aims to deconstruct in her paintings.
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One of the consequences of the deconstructive process in Siopis's
History Paintings is that it challenges the boundaries and divisions of
the text and refers to issues such as feminism, politics and social
concerns which exist beyond the painted images.
Siopis uses the collage technique as a means of dismantling both socio-
political and representational boundaries. Hal Foster (1987) makes the
following deductions regarding collage:
... each cited element breaks the continuity or the linearity
of the discourse and leads necessarily to a double reading:
that of the fragment perceived in relation to its text of
origin i that of the sarne fragment as incorporated into a
new whole, a different totality. The trick of collage
consists also of never entirely suppressing the alterity of
these elements reunited in a temporary composition. Thus
the art of collage proves to be one of the most effective
strategies in the putting into question of all the illusions
of representation (Foster 1987:88).
Therefore, by using a process of collage, Siopis aims to intercept the
sense of order and structure that lS often essential to the credibility
and power of the dominant metaphor. Siopis disrupts the unity of
mediated images. In so doing, she exposes the way in which photocopied
dominant images covertly record the history of racism and oppression in
South African history.
One of Friedman 1:3 deductions is that the use of mediated imagery
reveals the way in which society is encouraged, through texts and
visual material, to classify individuals according to categories which
are characterised by the use of stereotypes (Friedman 1990: 2). Owens
reiterates this deduction in the following quote on representation:
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It could be demonstrated that art history has always defined
representation in relation to these two activities
substitution or imitation - representation, in the sense of
a sjlmbolic activity; presentation in the sense of a
theatrical presentation. The first, or symbolic mode is the
mode of substitution; the image is conceived as a
replacement, a stand-in, and therefore as compensating for
an absence. The second, or theatrical mode is the mode of
repetition; the image is defined as the replica of a visual
experience, and the artist works to promote the illusion of
the tangible, physical presence of the objpct he represents.
Thus, art historians have always located representation in
terms of the poles of absence and presence which, as Derrida
has shown, constitute the fundamental conceptual opposition
upon which Western metaphysics is based. What is needed,
then, is not a concept of representation (for we already
have two), but a critique (Owens 1992:97).
Colin Richards (1986) adds another perspective to this concept of
presence in \'Jestern representation (Richards 1986: 1) Richards u,,:es
the term as a reference to that v;hich is made to appear obvi01..w and
"determinable" (Richards 1986: 1) The concept of presence is equated
with notions of truth and knowing, which are primarily attained through
the mastery of opticality (Richards 1986:1) The illusion of objective
realism is therefore at the centre of this concept of presence
(Richards 1986: 1) .
Richards states that the faith in presence is displayed through th~ use
of "concepts such as 'achieved Lnity " autonomy, closure, singularity,
completeness (totality)" (Eichards 1986: 1) Richards believes that th,'-'
retention of these lQe.as of a 11 fixed, esta.blished and. essential1~.:/
unchanging 'given' reality, contributes co the "maintenance of specific
forms of sexual and/or culLnal su.premc_cy" (P.ichard 1986: 1) c' .0l0PlS
addresses these problems within visual representation by rendering
visible those invisible strategies and tactics which representation
ut.ilises.
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Richards explains that Siopis uses collage as a means of extending the
painting's frame of reference and of drawing the viewer's attention to
her critique of representation (Richards 1986:4). Siopis uses mediated
imagery to critique the invisible identity strategies of
representation. The inclusion of photocopies denies masterful
illusionistic painting and puts into question the status of i'1estern
opticality. The images, therefore, do not adhere to the illusionistic
space of traditional Western representation. The images do not comply
with conventional pictorial codes of "centralised, static, illusionstic
space and perspectival recession" (Richards 1986 :6) . Richards draws
attention to the fact that "the whole status of opticality in general
has been questioned by many feminists" (P."i..cbards 1986: 5) . .He gives
Luce Irigaray as an example of a feminist \,;ho "crir.icises the wh01e
specula logic of patriarchy" (Richards 1986:5).
In P~tience On A Monument the fragmentation of the imagery implies that
the viewer is given partial access to the information which the images
present. Siopis informs the viewer of the subjectivity of historical
representation by undermining those pictorial codes \llhich are used to
reinforce and justify notions of historical truth, Richards explains
that the viewer is not offered a coherent, unified image, but one that
is disrupted and fragmented (P.ichards 1986:2) Th:~s imf,lies that the
vLewer can no longer remain neutral,
meaning.
but 18 forced to negotiate
C:·.:LO')l' s (.·1'1e~·L· ]'.C\ll. c : r}1e do . f '11 • , b- - . - - ~, mlnance o' presence 1n ~estern palntlngy
disrupting the painted surface through frag~entation, layering and the
inc:J.u.:;ion of mejiated image:;,'y, Siopi~" explore::; va1:ious historica.l~y
established Western painting conventions such as illusionism, The US2
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of a receding landscape in Patience On A Monument may initially appear
to conform to conventional Western illusionism. However, on closer
examination the viewer is made aware of the fragmented nature of the
landscape and the way in which both the layering of the repetition of
the imagery subverts and deconstructs the Western convention of the
illusion of perspective.
By literally cutting up images of South African history, Siopis is
segmenting that which was previously whole. In so doing, she
undermines the composed unity of 'presence' by using both fragments and
fragmentation in her work. Richards describes a fragment as the
"partial use of an object as image; whilst fragmentation designates a
process of fracturing, cutting, dividing, rupturing or destroying the
totality of the image" (Richards 1986:2).
of shrouded mystery or partial knowledge.
Fragments contain an element
The use of the fragment,
according to Owens, results in a departure from the logocentric realm
of the complete text to that of the text :::-uined (Ovlens 1992 :206) .
The inclusion of photocopied imagery reduces the power and status of
the appropriated images as they are consigned to background imagery.
Their presence becomes secondary to the more dominant presence of the
black women in these paintings. Th'2 positioning of a black woman as
the central focus in a historical painting can be seen as having an
ironic significance. Paintings such as Patience On A Monument reflect
on the shortage of imagery in South African history painting depicting
the varied historical experiences of women.
reflect the power struggle of men.
Most historical paintings
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Siopis undermines the authority of male dominated representations and
their claims to objective rendering. Rankin states that the scenes of
iconic historical events are not given prominence in Siopis's history
paintings (Rankin 1992:4) The more accustomed depictioris of history
i.e. those representing heroic protagonists, battles and victories are
relegated to minor roles in her paintings. Whereas these scenes would
customarily be seen on a grand scale, Siopis reduces the scale of these
images. Rankin describes how "the tiny images of such conventional
heroes as adventurers, soldiers and colonial rulers" merge into the
landscape background and become secondary to the more dominant figure
of Patience a black woman, whose monumental presence asserts itself
over the landscape (Rankin 1992:4).
By diminishing the scale of these heroic historical scenes, Siopis is
undermining not only the importance of the appropriated historical
imagery, but the patriarchal values that they embody. The traditional
Western interest in historical depiction of battles and conquests are
no longer the central interest. I ts importance has been relegated to
the background and made way for feminist and other socio-political
concerns. Rankin explains that by using copies of copies the images
are distanced as much by the process of representation as they are by
time (Ra.nkin 1992: 11) . This reduction in scale results in a loss of
their original signific~nce as indicators of power a.nd domination. The
removal of this overt display of autl:.ority create,3 C.n arena for the
presentation of other aspects of history and the opportunity to explore
the relationships which have r~sulted from the misuse of power.
Siopis again turns Western values of representation in on themselves by
placing Patience on a monument. So~th Africa is known for its
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extensive collection of monuments, especially those which represent
certain leaders and events in South Africa's past. The men presented
were, predominantly white; nationalists. These monuments· stand as
inherent symbols of the aparth~id era and represent the ideological
beliefs of the forefathers of apartheid.
Richards makes the following poignant statement about the focus on
South African history in Siopis's painting:
And then there is History proper, or more properly improper!
A culture anxious as to its historical fate is perhaps fated
to memorialise its past. White Afrikaner nationalist
culture ardently carved its vision of history in stone. The
often bittersweet words of 'Die Stem' (' The Call of South
Africa') chisel out an ultimately sour, leaden picture of
history as almost unremitting pain, punishment, migration,
leavened only by a finally self"serving, other- excluding,
narrative of divine redemption. This seems nC)'vihere more
concrete and visible than in the Voort1.'ekker ;o,onument in
Pretoria, where the story is a dismal one of the triumph of
, civilisation' over barbarism. (Ri.chards 1994: 8)
Siopir=; utilises this traditi.on of glO1:ifying the he:::oic by inverting
celebrated historical concepts of the heroic in her paintiDgs. She
does this by placing a black woman, who is traditionally seen as
uDheroic, in a position usually reserved for prominent Western males in
positions of power (Williamson 1989:22) .
illusiop throug{l pe:t.'spective lS di.srupted bv the il".::-l;'lsicn of th1.'ee-
dimensional objects \-Jhich protrude from the painting's
Instead of the viewer's eye being drawn into the painting through the
devices of perspective, the viewer is forced te acknowledge the
presence of the shards, which extend from the surfaCE.
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Rankin confirms that one of the reasons for Siopis's use of collage is
to "mediate between herself and the unfamiliar experiences of", for
example Patience and Saartje Baartman (Rankin 1992: 9) . Siopis uses
collage as a means of representing the suffering of these women .
.n.. feature which is common to both Cape of Good Hope and Dora And The
Other Woman is the dramatic, artificial setting in which the women are
situated. This stage-like, theatrical effect is gained by the use of
dramatic drapery, and a harsh spot-light effect which illuminates the
figure and the platform upon which she stands. Siopis uses these
elements, which are established and well-known features in previous
genre paintings, to point to discriminatory features such as racism,
bias, sexism and stereotypes which \-Vestern representation inadvertently
contains. Just as the stage is an artificial construct, so too are
these discriminatory features which reflect what society presents as
its norms in representation.
In an unpublished description of hf,r History Paintings Siopis conveys
the way in which she 'adapts' feat.ures such a e ''J realism, beauty and
talent from \-Vestern high or fine art traditions, because they are
conventions which have in '.:he past been seen as being "exempt from
prejudice" (Siopis 1991:3). In tr,e past it was assumed that v·lestern
pictorial convent.ions \·:ere above di:;;crimination "by virtue of their
aesthetic autonomy" (Siopis 1991: 3) . Siopis proves this to be untrue
by pointing to the discriminatory conventions within the fine art
tradi tion. She examines the discriminatory and limited conception of
what Western society has depicted as st2ndards of beauty and acceptable
behaviour. The reference made here 1· ,.. '" to representations of defined
and accepted constructs of temi:lini ty as perceived by the male gaze.
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Siopis places into sharp focus the mistreatment of Saartje Baartman due
to her race and sex (Williamson 1989:22) .
The derogatory uses of the name 'Hottentot Venus' which was used to
refer to Saartje Baartman is both ironic and cruel. Saartj e was not
seen as a traditional Western Venus but as someone less than human, as
out of the ordinary, a bizarre spectacle of repulsion. Vlilliamson
explains that features such as Saartje's enlarged buttocks and the flap
of skin which covered her genitalia (known as the 'Hottentot Apron')
were seen as grotesque (Williamson 1989:22). This reaction stemmed
from Western society's gross ignorance of non-western anatomical and
cultural differences.
Siopis explores not only the discrimination directed at Saartj e but
also the way in which Dora was stereoty~ed as suffering from hysteria.
Williamson examines the way in which certain feminist re-
interpretations of Dora 1 s case and particularly symptoms of hysteria
can be presented as a "sign of resistance to patriarchal domination"
(1;Hlliamson 1989: 22) . Similar concerns can be found in the early'work
of French feminist Helene Cixous who:
... questions the naturalness or inevitability of structural
hierarchies. An important part of Cixous 1 s proj ect is to
unearth th", myth that sustains the logic of patriarch:,-',
undoing their 1 naturalness 1 • cixous often uses both myth
and dream in her texts as ways of exploring the archaic and
the repressed, and as ways of unsettling the illusion of
subjective autonomy and conscious control ... Cixous's
commitment to moving beyond the categories of the rational
2.nd the knowable, towards the site of creation, noul tiple
subjectivity and the bodily roots of human culture derives
from a close study of Nietzsche ... l~anting to challenge the
unconscious structures of patriarchal oppression, the group
[French feminists which included Irigaray and Kristeval
worke,-~ I like moles' to disturb the r:1ominant order (Sarup
1993 :110-112) .
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Just as the hands expose the inner flesh of the fruit in both Patienc~
On A Monument and pora And The Other Woman, so Siopis reveals the
discrimination and pain caused by stereotyping.
In her paintings Siopis examines and tests the assumptions that support
notions of "self-evident truth" (Davis and Schleiffer 1991:152). She
uses the deconstructive method to undermine the "self-evident"
assumptions which patriarchy presents through historical illustrations
(Davis and Schleiffer 1991: 152) . Through processes such as cutting
and collage, she seeks to uncover the unexamined rules that are
concealed beneath existing models of Western representation.
Siopis is not interested in what representation reveals, but in what it
conceals. In other words, Siopis seeks to question cultural codes and
to explore, rather than conceal, social and political affiliations.
Siopis does this through juxtaposition, collage, fragmentation and
mediated imagery to weaken the concept of a uni.fied narrative. The
creation of uniti.es is denied through the simultaneous presence of
different perspectives. The result is the disruption of the harmony
',,-'ithin the text and the narrative structure. As Sarup writes:
... there is a shift of focus from identities to differences,
unities to fragmentations, presence to absence
deconstruction celebrates dissemination over truth,
explosion and fragmentation over unity and coherence,
undecidable spaces over prudent closures, playfulness and
hysteria over care and rationality (Sarup 1993:53).
TH~ POLITICS OF DECONSTRUCTION
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The mediated images which Siopis incorporates in her History Paintings
are intended to reveal the pictorial conventions that are employed in
historical representation (Friedman 1990:4). Siopis uses these images
to present a radical critique on established master narratives. These
master narratives refer to the supposedly objective account of
patriarchal history that white males have produced in Western culture
(Friedman 1990:4). It is a presentation of history which obviously
provides much scope for feminist critique.
The History Painting series presents a critique of historical
representation that may be seen as both a "political and
epistemological event" (Foster 1987 :xiii) . Hal Foster says a 1l1.aster
narrative is "political in that it challenges the order of patriarchal
society and epistemological in that it questions the structure of its
representations" (Foster 1987 :xiii) . Siopis reveals the way in which
19th century history painting and the political context from which
these paintings come are a product of restriction and exclusion. The
ideology behind certain 19th century imagery was to control the
production of knowledge in South Africa and eliminate alternative view
points. Only those paintings which continued to reiterate and maintain
the ideology of the nationalist government where accepted the
government funded galleries and museums. Friedman explains that by
using imagery that is familiar to the viewer [i.e. images such as those
of ,Jan van Riebeeck, taken from school history text books], Siopis
intends to reveal how our knowledge of history is "determined through
ideologically charged visual conventions" (Friedman 1990:4).
Through the exploration of established dominant metaphors, Siopis
exposes the principles of bias and discrimination \-lhieh were previously'
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masked by a facade of objectivity in earlier south African history
painting. Despite their claim to objective renderings of truth, the
historical imagery which Siopis examines focuses on the way in which
that imagery is used to legi'c.imise and reinforce the authority of a
patriarchal Western culture. It is for this reason that Siopis focuses
on the way in which race, class and gender discrimination have resulted
in a biased presentation of South African history. Siopis' work
"challenges and criticises historical mythologies" , exposing the
prejudice behind the once unquestioned conventions (Friedman 1991: 15) .
Siopis does not intend to replace what she sees as an unsatisfactory
presentation of South African history with the "real story" (Ferguson
1990:6). She does, however, cast doubt and recc~textualise the dominant
images representing South African history,
Siopis offers a c:Litique of what she determine2 as oppr'essive relations
wi thin Eurocentric discourse and analyses the historically configured
relations of power. The History ....Y--.£\.inLi.ms..s. project a multicultural
stance It/hich is intended to decolonize representation in o:cder to
expose the power relations between communities. It is a process which
is less concerned with eliminating that which Eurocentric tradition has
established, as it is with seeing things anew. Instead of segregating
historical periods and preseGting cultural groups in isolation, Siopis
to explore thef:;: interconnectedn~ss. By e.zploring and
incorporating a fernc,le perspective O!1 history, 8iopj.s brings anothel.'
dimension to South Africa's past. In paintings such aQ Patience On A
r;;onQm.en. t and .l2Qra Pmci.....'.rhe Other l.~,QJ!l.cm Siopis examines the \-la1: in which
women, particularly black women, have been misrepresented a.nd largely
absent in history, Siopis creates the space for those whose names a~d
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lives were not recorded by official history to contribute to the
narrative that constitutes the history of South Africa.
Her History Paintings focus on the problem of generalising knowledge
and of giving a simplistic presentation of experience. . She questions
the categories of "self-evident" truth and "absolute grounds of
knowledge" which traditional representation has attempted to enforce
(Davis and Schleiffer 1991:162). The result is that established
meanings and values are continually destabilised. The purpose of this
decentring process is to "suspend all that is taken for granted about
language, experience and communication" (Norris 1986:xi). Elfriede
Pretorius explains that this decentring of visual imagery in Siopis's
History Paintings follows the deconstructive principle "that truth has
no specific origin or centre" (Pretorius 1982:125). An endless shift
from sign to sign results in an infinite search of meaning (or possible
meanings) which is never terminated or fixed" (Pretorius 1982: 125) .
This i,s evident in the way in which Siopis uses established traditions
in a way that attempts to turn its own values against itself. Works
such as Patience 0'.1 F. Monument and Para and the Other 'Noman, epitol:1ise
the misrepresentation of cultural identity, gender and race in South
African history.
HO\'iever, her ,,'orks show not only an interest in the "l·'"presentat ion rye:
politics" , bur. also the "politics of representation" (\'lilliaGson
1989:22) . Williamson explains that Siopis does this by using popular
South Afric2f!. historical imagery and exposing "\<Iestern pajnting in ways
which attempt to turn its own values against itself" (\'1illiamson
1989: 22). Siopis reveals the way in which prejudice operates a.nd l.S
validated In historical images and te ts b . ::l d ..x y exposlng an un ernurnng
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the appearance of objectivity and realism. Siopis achieves this by
placing the principles of logocentricism "under erasure" (Sarup
1993:36) Siopis attains this in her paintings by emphasising the
links that connect communities in a "conflictual network rather than
presenting the binarisms of opposition-al categories" (Shohat and Stam
1994:6). The idea of emphasising the links within communities can be
seen in the juxtaposition of Dora and Saartje Baartman in which the
discrimination and misrepresentation inflicted upon these two women is
rendered visible. Rather than creating an alternative account of these
women I s stories Siopis reveals the way in which patriarchal ideology
operates in Western representatien. Paintings such as Dora and the
Other Woman undermine the principles upon which logocentricism is
based. Sarup gives the following account of logocentricism:
First principles are often defined by what they exclude, by
a sort of 'binary opposition I to other concepts. These
principles and their implied I binary opposites' can always
be deconstructed ... Derrida suggests that we should try to
break down the oppositions by which '.ve 3.re accustomed t.o
think and which ensure the survival of metaphysics in our
thinking ... He st.ates that it is this longing for centre, an
authorising pressure, that spawns hi,=rarchized opposition"
(Sarup 1993: 36-7) .
In other words, Siopis analyses the complexity of inte):-relating
cult.ural groups, instead of reversing established binary oppositions.
This eliminates the privileging of certain slgns co the disadvantage of
otherfl. Binary oppositions ar,= questioned by Siopis in her paintings
and placed under erasure through the critique of the ideological bias
which she reveals to be concealed within Western representation.
BINARY OPPOSITIONS
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The method of which Siopis uses in her paintings is a process of
deconstructive close-reading. She uses this method in her work in
order to expose the binary oppositions which are inscribed within South
African historical representations. Deconstructive reading reveals
how, in binary oppositions the one pole is privileged over the other:
"public/private, masculine/feminine, same/other, rational/irrational,
true/false, central/peripheral, etc." (Sarup 1993: 47) . It is therefore
Siopis's intention to show in her paintings how the 'privileged' term
relies, for its identity, on its excluding the other. Siopis explores
the issue of the Other in Dora and the Other Woman. Siopis uses the
method of deconstruction in this work to expose established myths that
have become ingrained in historical representations. These myths
include the perceptions and representations of women and issues related
to women. She also examines the stereot}~ical representation of Other
cultural groups which have been defined by Western visual presentation.
She uses deconstruction not as a means of reversing categories but as a
\·Jay of exploring the intricacies of representation and the codes and
stereotypes that they inadvertently record.
Sarup writes:
... deconstruction is not simply a strategic reversal of
categories which othen'iise remain distinct and
unaffected. . texts must be read in a radically new vlay.
There must be an awareness of ambivalence ... Derrida's method
consists of showing how the privileged term is held in
place by the force of a dominant metaphor and not, as it
might seem, by any conclusive logic. (Sarup 1993: 51)
1'.s Sarup points out, deconstruction should not be employed to simply
reverse dominant categories of representation.
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Deconstruction and other such processes should be used to encourage the
viewer to look at those categories "in a radically new way" and to
question the apparent "conclusive logic" of dominant metaphors (Sarup
1993: 51) .
Derrida describes deconstruction as a political practice, which
attempts to dismantle the logic upon which a particular system of
thought operates (Sarup 1993: 51) . Siopis employs this concept in her
History- Paintinga by revealing that white, patriarchal history does not
speak for all South J.\.frica I s citizens and that it has neglected the
voices of women and people of different cultural groups.
Therefore, instead of re-establishing categories in which one term
dominates or suppresses the other, Siopis addresses the "overlapping
multiplicity's of identities and affiliations" (Shohat and Stam
1994:6). This point is qualified in the writings of Michel Foucault:
We must <:canceive discourse as a series of discontinuous
segments whose tactical function is neither uniform nor
.stable ... we must not imagine a world of discourse divided
between accepted discourse and excluded discourse, or
between the dominant discourse and the dominated one; but
as a multiplicity of discursive elements that can come into
play in various strategies ... because of its inherent
multiplicity, no discourse is all-encompassing nor finite,
none ultimately 'correct'. (Pergu.son, et.al. 1990:)
The critique offered b',,' Siopis on South i".frican history is neither
meant as an endorsement or condemnation of one view-point over another,
nor does she offer conclusions. Siopis disrupts the logocentric notion
which aims to find a privileged position which establishes fixed
meaning and final interpretations. The unified and reductive approach
of logocentricism is rerlaced by a deconstructive process in which
Siopis explores the possibilities opened up by the critique of
Eurocentricism.
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In Siopis's History Paintings the viewer is encouraged
to confront issues such as colonial history, apartheid, patriarchal
values and Nationalism. The viewer is not provided with a logocentric
concept of the truth but is encouraged to establish his/her own
conclusions. This follows Jean-Francois Lyotard' s view that Post.modern
knOYlledge is not simply a "tool of the authorities" but could be used
to "refine our sensitivity to difference and reinforce our ability to
tolerate different cultural traditions" (Boyne and Rattansi 1990:11).
Shohat and Stam explain that the "purist notion of establishing a text
which is 'correct' or which is the site of resistance, is replaced by
the attitude of exploring a wide variety of cultural practices" (Shohat
and Stam 1994: 11) . As is evident in Siopis's Historv painting series
these texts hold within them elements of subversion which can be




Skotnes I S work reflects current changes in the perceptions regarding
early Khoisan: Colonial history and reflects some of the j.deological
changes that have occurred in the representation of popular imagery
regarding the Khoisan. Skotnes's prints have transcended the aesthetic
borders of representation and art and have confronted various social
issues. Her prints reveal her extensive knowledge of technical
printmaking processes. It is, however, her p:cesentation of
ideologically based socio-political concerns that are the focus of this
chapter. Rees and Borzello (1986 :4) discus:J vihat they perceive as a
shift in art from being merely aesthetic to a focus on social issues.
In discrediting the old art hi.story, words like
connoisseurship, quality, style, and genius ha~e become
taboo ... The presence of the new art history is signalled by
a different set of words ideology, patriarchy, class,
methodology, and other terms which betray their origins in
the social sciences. Behind them lies a new way of-
thinking, one which sees art as inti.rnately linked to the
society which produces and consumes it, rather than
something mysterious which happens as a result of the
artists genius (Rees and Borzello 1986:4)
(19':11) exhibition describes Skotnes as aI: "a:rtist ",r:d c\J:'chaeologist,
printmakex- and academic Il (Godby 1993; 2) . It was in her archaeological
studies that Skotnes encountered the photographic and document records
of Lucy Lloyd and Wilhelm Bleek. Both Lloyd and Bleek were responsible
for photographing and recording interviews with tIle Khoisan in the late
2.9t:1 century. These photographic and documentary records provided the
stimulus for Skotnes I s interpretative prints as well her own
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subsequent academic publications (Friedman 1993 :8) In the book she
published entitled Sound From The Thinking Strings, Skotnes worked with
archaeologist John Parkington, poet Stephen Watson and histcrian Nigel
Penn, to formulate a book on the "oral history and literature,
mythology, cosmology and art of the San" (Godby 1993:6). Th2 book was
published as a means of paying homage to the Khoisan people, "whose
place in South African history" has yet to be acknowledged (Friedman
1993:8) . It must be mentioned that these indigenous people "do not see
themselves as a single unit, nor do they call themselves by a single
name [the notion of the Bushman is as] European or settler concept"
(Gordon 1992 :4) . Many see the term Bushman as being both racist and
sexist. It is for this reason that the term Khoisan j_s to be llsed as a
means of referring to this diverse group of people (Gardon 1992:5).
The Sound From The Th; nkina_G.-trhJgl'i exhibition comprises of collection
of prints and a handmade book which reflect Skotnes I s :cesearch on
Khoisan rock paintings. Skotnes describes her aim in this project as
one which:
cul tu re in South
history, art and
images taken from
a new context for
... addresses aspects of the politics of
Africa through reference to Bushman
folklore, while at the same time to use
rock paintings in such a way as to provide
their interpretation (Skotnes 1992/3:52).
Skotnes incorporates in her etchings imagery taken from rock art.
Although the full extent of the meaning behind rock art 1S not
resolved, the makirlg of rock art is believed to be associated with
shamanistic practices (Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994:394).
Entering an altered state of consciousness during a cOMnunal
o.an.ce or in Hior.-"e solitary CirCUlTIstances/ these sllCln~ans \v~~re
believed t.O activate a f:upernatural potency 30 that they




as curing the sick, making rain
(Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994:394)
and
It is believed that the images are not, however, "simply records of
religious experiences" (Dowson and Lewis-'iJilliams 1994: 395) 0 In their
book Contested Images (1994) Dowson and Lewis-Williams explain that:
There is reason to believe that at least some of them [the
rock art images] were reservoirs of potency that could be
tapped by trancing shamans 0 0 0 They were not just pictures,
but powerful things in themselves that could be implicated
in effecting alterations in the shamans' states of
consciousness, that is, in facilitating the mediation of the
cosmological realms (Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994:395).
To examine the prints by Skotnes, it is necessary to consider that
contact with white Colonials influenced and changed rock art images.
Dowson and Lewis-Williams relate that as relations between the Khoisan
and the Colonials increased "political and economic struggles developed
between competing shamans" (Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994: 396) Rock
paintings were affected by these changes in that they began to reflect
"political pO"oler" among the shaman (Dowson and Levlis-Williams
1994: 396) . Dowson and Lewis-Williams however, vlarn against a
simplistic interpretation of rock art images:
The artist who made these types of paintings were not merely
painting historical events, chronicling social changes.
Such an understanding would be related to the close-to-
nature stereotype simple people painting what was
happening around them. Rather, the making of each painting
was a socio-political intervention that negotiated the
artist's political status. The art did not simply reflecc
social relations: in some instances it transfo:cmec. those
relations i in other instances it worked to reproduce them
(Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994:396).
It is these rock art images which Skotnes interprets in her exhibition
Soul~From_.The Thinking Str~. The exhibition consists of three
interrelated sections:
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and eight large colour etchings which are dedicated to specific
individuals who were interviewed by Bleek and Lloyd (Godby 1993:6).
The imagery in the White Wagon series is of a more historical nature
than that found in the Sound from the Thinking Strin912- which is
concerned with the cosmological beliefs of the Khoisan. Although
the interpretation of Khoisan mythology by Skotnes is relevant the
historical interpretation of Khoisan:Colonial interaction is more
prevalent in this chapter.
The etchings which constitute the White Wagons series are "drawn in 30
cm sqlJ.are plates" (Skotnes 1992/3: 53) . They do not have titles and are
iden.tified by plate numbers. This series consists of "seven copper-·
plate etchings and includes a Hietshware text from the early twentieth
century" (Skotnes 1992/3: 52) . The text represents a starting point
from which the images are developed, rather than an explanation of the
imagery (Codby 1993: 14) . The text: refers to the "Hietshware Bushmen"
of the Eastern Kalahari, and their first encounter with the wagons of
the Trek Boers during the 19th century (Godby 1993: 14) . The text
describes the conflict: which resulted between the Hietshware and the
Trek Boers as t.hey crossed the Kalahari in their wagons in search of
Lake Ngami. Godby says that the text relates the 11 incomprehension of
,hi:' [Khoi,,:an] people and their experience of aggression when they came
directly into contact \·Jith the Trek Boers" (GodjJY 1993:15).
The prominent image in this series, as the title suggests, is the
vlagon. I'-1ichael Godby (1993) explains that Skotnes' s depictions of the
wagons reflect the different ways in which they were perceived by both
the Khoisan and the Colonials (Godby 1953:15). The Hietshware, who saw
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the wagons entering thelr territory for the first time would have
viewed the wagons from a different perspective to that of the Trek
Boers who travelled and lived in them (Godby 1993:15) Skotnes conveys
through the imagery she uses the varying perceptions of the same
obj ect by t.hese t.,..,ro groups. The irony is that. t.hese images reflect
"ihat Skot.nes distinguishes as the various percept.ions of the wagons.
All seven etchings employ a roughly circular form which suggest
something different in each case: a vlagon wheel; the laager (one
purpose of which was that of defence); the gathering bag used by the
Khoisan; and the shield of the Khoisan used in defending their
territory (Godby 1993:15). The images are of symbolic significance in
depicting the confrontation between the· Boers and the Khoisan. They
a):e symbols of the conflict which result.ed in the KhoisCln being
expelled from their land and den~ed their livelihood (Godby 1993:15).
In Elate I (1993) [Fig 2.1] the images are contained within a circular
fermat. ':lhich represents the shield ef the Bech;'lana. Godby explains
that the Bechuana were defending the region from both the Khaisan and
the Trek BOEors (Godby 1993: 16) . Skotnes says that the form of the
"wagons is loosely based on rock paintings from the Ceres region"
(Skotnes 1992/3:53) The images used by Skotnes in the etchj ngs are
depicted in a style that is reminj.scent of Khoisan rock art. DO','lson
emu L'?'r!is.-\·!illiams explain tha~. the "colonists wele not intended to be
among the vie'.'iers of th~ arl:, but tln-eatening presence ir;)pl~ca.t:ed ~h'::m
in the social production of the art none the less" (DOVJSOIl and Levlis-
Williams 1994:397).
The images ::'n I'l&te -I depict "horses and their riders, cmimal-dra"'\'r1
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to float in front of the. aforementioned imagery. The white forms
include a bag and wild-life. These images are symbolically linked to
the Khoisan. The bag which was used by the Khoisan to carry edible
goods and weapons also had symbolic significance. Accordi~g to Skotnes
the bag was "closely related to the animal from which it was made, it
was a culturalised artefact which was [believed to be) able to revert
to its animal form" (Skotnes 1992/3:55). The bag was further
associated with the trickster god called Mantis who possessed a bag
made from hartebeest skin which was said to follow the Mantis (Skotnes
1992/3: 55) .
The Khoisan-related objects in Plate I appear to be floating between
the spectator and the landscape background of the print (Godby
1993:16) Skotnes says that this device is used to suggest "a veil of
Bushman thought through which the v~ewer must see the Trek Boers I
encounter with the land" (Skotnes 1992/3: 53) . As Dowson and Lewis-
Williams convey "the [rock] art ... does not describe a world, it is that
world ... the boundaries between I this world I and I the world of the
spirit I is a: special ldestern construction" (Dowson and Lewis-Williams
1994: 327) . It is this concept that Skotnes intends to perpetuate in
the representation of the Khoisan encounter with the Colonial wagons.
In many of her etchings Skotnes draws attention to the formal elements
used in Khoisan rock art. Skotnes argues that the "rock-face itself
provides the context for the individual images and that this rock face
is the divide between the real world and the world of the spirit"
(Skotnes 1992/3:52). Skotnes applies this principle to the White
Wagons series. The depiction of space which Skotnes adopts in the
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etchings is one in which the objects appear to float between the
surface upon which they are drawn and the viewer. The result is one
that denies Western illusionism and its conventional use of
perspecb. ve. In 'The Visual As A Site Of Meaning' Skotnes suggests
that "perbaps the time has come for us to begin to 'learn from' San ar.t
since enough perhap:=l, has been 'learnt about' it" (Dowson and Lewis-
Ihlliams 1994: 316) .
Skotnes acknowledges being influenced by Walter Battiss (1906-1982),
specifically the way in which he adapted formal elements in his
representation of the Khoisan (Skotnes 1992/3: 52) Skotnes describes
Battiss as "the IllOSt irnporta.nt .. -"UL South African artists to meditate and
interpret the images of the San thrClugh creative exploration" (Dowson
and Lewis··l'I:Llliams 1991: 319) Skotnes explaJns that the study of
Khoisan art by Battiss in the 1930s "altered the formal arrangement of
his work" (Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994:319).
Skotnes was influenced by the way In which Battiss "framed and cropped
his images in such a way as to imply a conti:1uous unfrarned space behind
them" (Skotnes 1992/3:52). She was also influenced by the way Battiss
"stacked figures vertically and horizontally and altered scale
relationships" (SkotrF~s 1992/3: 52) . ~he influence of Batiss is evident
l.ll }'L;t..t.£_~1 specificc\lly in the ','Jay In ,·;hieh the imagery lS al.Tanged
i'cros;:', the surface of the etchll-lSJ. The space which the objects occupy
are not determined or defined by a horizon line (Siopis 1991:6).
Skotnes u:=Jes fragmented imagery taken fro;\\ various sources in order to
create a dream or trance-like space. As w~th the space constructed by
Batiss in his paintings, Skotnes stacks the imagery both vertically and
horizontally in certain etchings (Skotnes 1992/3: 52) . In so doinSJ she
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undermines Western pictorial codes of perspective and proportion.
Skotnes explains that her etchings do not follow the "Renaissance
tradition of I the window on the world I [approach] of organising the
picture plane along the vertical and horizontal axes" (Dowson and
Lewis-Williams 1994:323). Instead Skotnes employs in her et~hings the
Khoisan system of representation in which Eurocentric perspective is
denied. Skotnes explains that:
San painting cannot be assumed to be organised so as to form
a direct axis of relation between the ground on which the
viewer stands and the orientation of the painting. In many
cases paintings are made on ceilings of caves, high out of
normal reach, or on walls of caves so shallow that the only
possible viewing position is on one's side or back (Dowson
and Lewis-Williams 1994:323).
The rock paintings from which Skotnes derives the imagery and
composition in her etchings can not therefore be viewed according to
the "Vasarian Renaissance tradition" of perspective (Dowson and Lev.lis-
Williams 1994:323). The reason ror this, as Skotnes explains, is that
"the painting [on the cave wall] was ... not a static depiction of a
'visionary still', but a dynamic composition, reinforced by its
situation and site" (Dowson and Lewis-\Villiams 1994: 325) .
The use of this device in Skotnes' s etchings can be seen in Plate IT
~1993) (Fig 2.2] of the J:wite \']agmL~ series. In this etching Skotnes
"l"E~jects the horizontal/vel.-tical axis [of T,';estern representation] - and
thus the constrains of gravity" (Dowson and Lewis-~Villiams 1994: 325) .
The image is "composed in a concentrically dynamic \'iay" (Dowson and
Lewis-Williams 1994:325) In other words the images are arranged in a
circular manner around the edg-E; of the composition and are not
necessarily viewed from left to riqht. Skotnes conveys that "these
circular compositions act against gravity, disorientating the
Philippa Skotnes
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viewer ... this disorientation is part of the content" (Dowson and Lewis-
Williams 1994: 325) . The use of this disorientating representational
device in Plate 11 serves to disrupt the viewers ability "for quiet
passive viewing or contemplation" (Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994: 325) .
As in the previous plate Plate 11 also consists of a juxtaposition of
various images and symbols related to the Trek Boers and Khoisan. The
images are contained within a circular wagon-wheel format. The
representation of a wagon containing three Trek Boers is "foregrounded
in the centre of the image" (Skotnes 1992/3: 54) . The three Trek Boers
are- holding rifles which are indicative of the hostility and domination
which is to result from the encounter between the two cultuJ~es. The
rifles vlill furthermore "slaughter the wild-life on which the Khoisan
way of life had depended" (Godby 1993: 16) . This premonition of what is
to come is indicated by the representation of a dead bloated animal at
the top of the image. Not only does it refer to the wild-life that
will be slaughted by the Trek Boers but it also makes reference to the
"",ater-starved cattle of the Boers" as they crossed the Kalahari in
search of water (Skotnes 1992/3:54).
The imagery that surrounds the \·Iagon in a circular manner refers to
"ships and the origins of the Boers" (Skotnes 1992/3:54). Skotnes says
that the flags which can be seen in the upper left hand corner of the
etchin~i symbolise th,,,; "claiming of land and the cheft of birthrig11t"
(Skotnes 1992/3:54) . Godby goes on to explain that the flags "proclaim
the introduction of an unprecedented form of ownership" and denote the
arriVal of Colonial rule (Godby 1993: 16). Throughout this series
Skotnes depicts the contrast between the world of the Khoisan and that
of the Trek Boer. This is done by continually depicting the Trek Boers
as oppressed.
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They appear to be confined to the earth by their
cumbersome wagons. The implication of such imagery is that the
Colonials are confined and oppressed by their own history. In contrast
to the renditions of the Boers, the Khoisan who are not bound by the
earth, appear to float across the landscape in a "cosmic space" (Godby
1993:16) Skotnes creates this sense of "cosmic space" by denying
Western perspective (Godby 1993 :16) .
conclude:
As Dowson and Lewis-Williams
The experience of Modern art has taught us to accept not
only the site of the painting as a site of meaning but the
portrayal and manipulation of space as an essent~al
component of the whole pictorial programme. In the
Renaissance, the world of the painting was created through a
complex construction of illusionistic space. In the modern
era this space was manipulated, flattened, inverted, denied,
turned inside out, in each instance re-positioning the
viewer, providing those seeking meaning ~ith a new range of
possibilities (Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994:327).
Not only does Skotnes use an alternate means of depicting space to
represent an alternate vie~ of Khoisan/Colonial history, she also uses
symbols. The use of symbols such as the flag in Plate~ allows for
"several meanings to come into play in different contexts and [to
representJ relationships [whichJ are never entirely static" (Godby
1993: 15) . The meanings of the rock art from which Skotnes derives much
of her imagery are themselves neither static nor fixed. Dowscm and
Le\'\'is-·~'1illiams explain that the "artists I [or shamans] manipulation of.
metaphors and symbols \\'as far more complex and subtle than many modern
viewers realise" (Dowson and Lewis-~'lilliams 1994 :395) .
In White Wagons Skotnes uses symbols as a deconstructive device which
allows for the interplay of meaning and the dismantling of established
boundaries. In this way Skotnes utilises "material culture as text"
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(Skotnes 1992/3: 51). She explains that "Post-structuralists such as
Foucault, Barthes and Lacan have interrogated authorial authority,
decent red the subject or author and given the 'text' autonomy" (Skotnes
1992/3: 51) . The ambiguous symbols which constitute her etchings allow
for the deconstruction of the text as well as a critique of Eurocentric
artistic principles. Skotnes uses objects such as the bag, flag, wheel
and the rifle as symbols which are then "redeployed in a new context"
(Richards 1986: 3)
which
Richards describes the role of the symbol as one
\
... refers to lost contexts, fragments of ruined or' decaying
systems of signification ... one has double or multiple
voices, broken syntax, repetitive or cumulative open endings
(Richards 1986: 3) .
By appropriating imagery from rock art Skotnes makes reference to
"decaying systems of signification" (Richards 1986:3) Rock art images
were "pO'.verful things in themselves" which were used in shamanistic
rituals (Dowson and Lewis-Williams 1994:395) . Through the
incorporation of rock art images in White Wagons Skotnes refers to the
potency of these images as symbols and indicates the intricate network
of meani~g which these images convey.
Skotnes conveys through her use of symbols the idea that "perception
can never be neutral but will always be informed by the culture of the
\
·viewer ll (Godby 1993:22). Godby explains that Skotnes employs Cl
combination of Khoisan and \'lestern methods of representation:
Throughout the series the Trek Boers, for example, are
represented as if seen by the San, and objects of San
material culture, for the most part, are described in
Western terms. The point is not simply to draw a line
between these tvlO worlds but, rather, to make clear that
there is not one single history (Godby 1993:22).
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The use of the fragment by Skotnes in White Wagons is similar to the
way in which Siopis uses fragmentation in her History Painting series.
Siopis employs metaphor and allegory together with processes of
collage, photocopying, fragmentation and layering to deconstruct images
from 19th century representations of South African history. Through the
deconstruction of the appropriated imagery the context of the image is
al tered and a new meaning created. Siopis constructs her History
Paintings from various layers of photocopied imagery in order to build
up the surface and add history to the process of assembling the
imagery. Skotnes uses a similar process of layering in her etchings.
Skotnes incorporates layers of fragments or symbols as a means of
representing "forms seen through the eyes of the IZhoisaIl, symbolic
forms, superimposed forms, fragments and palimpsests, [which] define
the [landscape] as a mythical zone" (Godby 1993:21). The process of
layering adds a "mystical dimension" to the etchings (Godby 1993:21).
Godby says that Skotnes utilises the layering technique to add further
meaning to her work:
Skotnes has applied her colour in layers, like the
superimposition of images and palimpsests in a San rock
painting, to suggest t.he overlaying of one version or
perception, or reality - over another ... In the same manner,
Skotnes has composed most of these etchings from several
differeEt plates that contribute different realities or
levels of reality (Godby 1993:19).
The Hhite__......!£<;19.9..l1l2. series requil-"es the spectator to recognise the
contrast between the value systems of the Khoisan and the Colonials and
to view the encounter between these people from a new point of view.
Skotnes attempts to represent the way in which the landscape is
perceived differently by thE': ~Zhoisari and the Colonials. Her etchings
portray "the landscape of the San as simultaneously' a physical and
spiritual space" (80dby 1993 :16) .
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In so doing Skotnes "draws attention
to issues of representation and the significance of different voices"
(80dby 1993: 23) .
Dowson and Lewis-Williams suggest that one of the solutions to
undermining the stereotypical portrayal of Khoisan art and culture can
be achieved through a process of critical thought and education (Dowson
and Lewis-williams 1994:398). Dowson and Lewis-Williams argue that
... the Bushman art of the past is, wrongly, seen as being
beyond controversy. Such controversy as there is centres on
what the rock art images meant to their makers and original
viewers; what they mean to us today has not been much
debated. This emphasis on the past obscures the dialectic
between 'original meaning' and 'contemporary meaning' that
is inevitably raised by an exhibit. By mediating this
dialectic, the sort of exhibit we advocate, no doubt
shocking to many viewers, may help to perpetuate something
of the Bushman' s own power of making history (Dowson and
Lewis-l"1illiarns 1994: 401) .
In retrospect the quote by Dowson and Lewis-Williams anticipates the
a proj eet in which Bushman history is rendered
controversial. In the Miscast project Skotnes exposes documentation,
illustrations and cultural artefacts of Khoisan history which have'been
relegated to museurn storerooms. The exhibition aims to provide further
insight into Khoisan: Colonial interaction and examine and deconstruct
this co~troversial past.
}:'HE I1ISCAST EXHIBIT.;J;..9lL:.:.--..:Ql':~P.l~Sr.RUCTINGSOUTH AFRICA'S PAST
Unlike the exhibition Sound From The Thi~kinq Strings, Skotnes's
subsequent exhibition !':1iss;;ast: Negotiating Khpisan Historv and MatJ;,rial
CulturE;. (which opened on 14 April 1996) did not include her own a.rt
works. A comparison between Sound From The Thinkinq Strings (White
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Wagons) and the Miscast exhibitions indicates a progression from a more
figural interpretation of Khoisan:Colonial interaction to one which
depicts the subtleties of Colonial discourse and the subsequent issues
of cultural representation which have resulted.
!'1artin describes Skotnes I s role in this exhibition as one in· which
"curatorship itself becomes the creative act, and the sense of sight
and interaction with the visual presentation, the material become the
prime vehicles for reading and revealing, interpreting and celebrating"
(Skotnes 1996: 10) .
It was while Skotnes was "researching a paper on rock painting in the
South African Museum" that she became increasingly aware of the
stereotypical information being presented regarding the display of
Bushmen (Narrandes 1996: 13) . The dioramas in question represent a
dehumanised portrayal of the Khoisan in their "natural environment"
(Narrandes 1996:13).
Skotnes makes the following observation about the dioramas:
Most South African museums include sections on the Bushmen.
These are usually devoted to revealing them as timeless,
ahistorical hunter-gatherers, cast all but naked and set in
dioramas, which show a pristine landscape in which no
foreign intrusion is evident. This image is further
exploited by advertisers and popular film-makers, \o;ho
perpetuate the image of the Bushmen as cast out of time, out
of politics and out of history - miscast (Skotnes 1996:17).
It was this distorted portrayal of the Khoisan that resulted in
Skotnes's exploration beyond the di6ramas and those artefacts on
display. It was in the storerooms that she discovered the skulls,
teeth, jaw-bones, full body casts and cast of female genitalia which
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were obtained mainly from Khoisan groups who were perceived to be a
declining "racial type" (Koch 1996: 15) .
Skotnes realised that there was an "enormous distance between what was
on display and what was in the storerooms" (Narrandes 1996: 13) She
therefore took the opportunity to perform a critique on both the visual
representation and displays and the bones and cultural artefacts
relegated to the storerooms of museums. It was Skotnes's intention in
both Sound From The Thinking Strings and the Miscast project to
deconstruct the stereotypical portrayal of the Dushmen. She examines
the way in which the stereotypical presentation of the Bushnian has been
perpetuated
documentation.
in South African historical illustrations and
The following description of the Miscast exhibition relies extensively
on Carmel Schrire's (1996) review. The exhibition, which has been
housed in t.he South African National Gallery, consists of "three
interleading rooms" (Schrire 1996: 13) The first room is almost bare.
The floor is covered \-1ith linoleum beneath which lies an array of
documentation which refers to the Khoisan (Schrire 1996: 13) These
include photographs, letters, government documents, lithographs and the
poster and flyers which advertised the exotic displays of Bllshmen held
in London in the 1880s (Schrire 1996:13) .
.Zffiother feature of this first room is the "three antiquated cameras"
\vhich are positioned at random in the room and act as a link to the
modern photographs found on the walls (Schrire 1996:13). These
photographs, which were taken between 1984 and 1995 by Paul Weinberg,
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portray the modern Khoisan in Namibia, Schmidtsdrift and Kagga Kamma
(Schrire 1996: 13) .
In the second room various copies of rock art made over the past
century cover the walls. Schrire explains that the copies include
depictions by scholars such as "Orpen, Grey, pringle and Stow, the
artist Battiss, archaeologist Vinnicombe and a team from UCT" (Schrire
1996:13). These interpretations of rock art are set in sharp contrast
to the bold, even clumsy depiction of animals and spirits made for Luc)'
Lloyd by Khoisan informants almost a century ago (Schrire 1996:13).
Schrire describes the third room c;s "a dark screening chamber where
images of Bushmen and a film flicker instructively to the mournful
twang of stringed instruments" (Schrire 1996:13).
As in the Sound From The Thinking String.s., the three-roomed display
which makes up the ~lJiscast exhibition includes numerous emblematic
features which represent Khoisan: Colonial interaction. The "central-
exhibit" includes twelve rifles with brass embellishment which are
chained together with the muzzles facing upwards, around a green flag
(Schrire 1996: 13) . The display rests on a platform of grey bricks
viliich is buttressed on four sides. The walls surrounding this feature
are punctuated by various ernblems (Schrire 1996: 13) These include, to
mention a few, a crucifix, an elongated slit window and three vertical
bricks which simulate bars. The platforms which are filled with gravel
house five books, each containing a letter from the word I TRUTH I
(Schrire 1996:13).
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The platform opposite consists of a display box containing fragments of
a human skull and jaw. The next two platforms hold "three rows of tiny
potted plants" (Schrire 1996: 13) .
A disturbing feature of each corner are the pillars which display the
fibreglass heads of various Khoisan individuals. The heads are copies
taken from the "collection of Plaster of Paris live casts made a
century ago" (Schrire 1996:13) They are made prominent by the
surrounding illuminated base which bears the "image of a headless
person" (Schrire 1996:13). In addition casts of legs, a boy's torso, a
reclining man and a woman's back echo the configuration of body parts
found along the storage wall encircling the dismembered heads. This is
a gruesome reflection on the "instruments of death" which are found in
the centre of the room (Schrire 1996:14).
On the edge of the fortress there are two cabinets. The one contains a
display of nineteenth century leather dolls which are dressed in a
manner "depicting a variety of tribal folk" (Schrire 1996: 14) The
other cabinet holds beaded leather aprons which are "surmounted" by a
barbarous pair of shackles (Schrire 1996:13) . The torturous
juxtaposition of the shackles and aprons is reiterated and expanded
upon around the walls by the series of illuminated cabinets which hold
various I:hoisan artefacts such as "rattles, carve"'. bones, musical
instnlments and pierced ostrich eggs" (Schrire 1996:14). These
cabinets are set in contrast to the surrounding walls which display the
black and whi te photographs of poverty, "severed trophy heads,
strangulated corpses
1996:14).
[and other] exhibited curiosities" (Schrire
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On the opposite wall is a stack of scientific paraphernalia, among
which are measuring implements used for recording and documenting
dissections. The wall presents a tall bank of brown cardboard boxes.
They are exact duplicates of the boxes used to store collections of
artefacts and bodies in museums. The labels used indicate the contents
of the boxes: "Dried head 'Bushman' 429. No Details"; "Human tissue.
Not for exhibition. Not for reburial";
Not for exhibition" (Narrandes 1996: 13)
"Human produce. Human teeth.
With the use of these boxes
Skotnes aims to avoid the chronological presentation of history, that
is, the neat unified progression from past to present. The boxes
reflect what Skotnes sees as the random nature of history, the
existence of individual fragments of information which, in isolation,
appear to be irrelevant but when cOI"!lbined produce significant meaning
(Narrandes 1996:13)
Two step ladders stand between the neatly stacked boxes. The literal
purpose of these ladders is one of utility in "the retrieval of the
uppermost boxes" (Schrire 1996:14). However, the significance of these
boxes is more extensive. They stand for those scientific undertakings
which were responsible for the contents of the boxes. The symbolic use
of the ladders is the classification of exotic cultures on the ladder
of human progression or development (Schrire 1996:13).
The book, which accompanies the display, is filled I'lith "pl'ovocative
illustrations" (Anstey 1996: 17) The (white) director of the National
C;allery refused to have the word "Bushmen" in the title of the
exhibition and it is for this reason that the book has a different name
r,'iiscaf;?t: Neootiat.inq the Presence of the Bushmen ULl1stey 1996: 17) .
Reading the book is a "time-consuming process" due to the consecutive
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use of two different texts (Anstey 1996: 17) . One narrative is on the
right-hand side of the page while a second text is on the left-hand
side of the same page. Reading, therefore, demands "continual decisions
as to whether to read the texts concurrently or separately" (Anstey
1996:17). To make cross-referencing more difficult, the chapters are
riot numbered. Instead of numbers I each chapter is headed by an
artefact such as a skull, a gun or animal footprints (Anstey 1996:12).
Skotnes explains why she makes reading the text difficult:
I tried to foreground the idea that looking and reading -is
not a passive activity. So you can't start on page one and
continue until the end. You have to go back to the contents
pasre to refer to certain things. 1I.nd I picked up on some
things later ani to suggest that the reader should reflect.
The left-hand side is my essay - to show that, while all the
text covers a lot of ground, plenty exists outside the book.
History is a garbled mass which people try to bring into a
coherent book. But it's an arbitrary process. The book is
not chronological and it's not just narrative (Anstey
1996: 12) .
The fragmented technique used by Skotnes in the construction of . the
text was taken from Lucy Lloyd' s method of recording data. Skotnes
describes how in Lloyd' s records the /Xam text is on the right-hand
side of the page while the English translation appears next to it on
the left-hand [lide (Skotnes 1996: 23) The concurrent presentation of
parallel texts on the same page offers an alte~native means of
recording date' from the linear format used in \',estern methods of
writing. In so doing Skotnes deconstructs this Western method.
Skotnes explains that neither the stories which Lloyd was recording nor
the "method of measuring the time frame of their occurrence" could l)e
adequately represented within linear narrative (Skotnes 1996 :23) . It
is fo:::- this reason that Skotnes employs the concurref'.t use of texts in
the book which accompanies the !"1iscast exhibition. Skotnes adds that:
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... the parallel text functions in a way that implies that
there is much that lies beyond the pages of the book, and
that images and representations serve less to illustrate
texts, than to irritate the boundaries of t.he knowledge
those texts are capable of encrypting. But it also serves
to suggest, as Lloyd's archive does, that there is not just
one narrative. nor one history, nor even one past, but that
our knowledge of other realities is most severely limited
when we limit the formal frameworks that we choose to employ
in understanding them (Skotnes 1996:23).
James Clifford in his book entitled Writing Culture (1986) discusses
the fragment and its possible benefits for representation in
deconstructing Eurocentric ideology. In the following passage Clifford
refers to a book written by Richard Price whose \'iork "offers a good
example of self-conscious, serious partiality" (Clifford 1986: 7) .
Part of his [Price] solution has been to undermine the
completeness of his own account (but not its seriousness) by
publishi~g a book that is a series of fragments. The aim is
not to indicate unfortunate gaps remaining in our
knowledge ... but rather to present an inherently imperfect
mode of knowledge. which produces gaps as it fills them
(Clifford 1986: 8) .
Both the recording technique of Lloyd and the processes of writing
referred to in the above quotation undermines the unified and
chronological presentation of knowledge that is associated with Western
means of recording data. Skotnes arranges the information in the
['·hf.;cast book in a fragmentary manner in order to disrupt the
stereot}~ical representation of the Khoisan culture.
explains:
1'.8 Richanls
... the ruin, the fragment, the emblem ... are related to
Postmodernist allegory. Its demand for supplementation and
continuous deferral resis ts 1 givenness r and pure




"irritating the boundaries" of representation and
knowledge as presented from a Western position is not dissimilar to
method used by Skotnes in \'1hite W.Qgons (Skotnes 1996:23)
Hagons the use of the fragment as a symbol of the Khoisan or
Afrikaner/English culture allows for an interpretation which is "never
entirely static" (Godby 1993: 15) .
The meaning of the fragment is mysterious, partly because it
represents a strange, mythical world, and partly because it
is I by definition, incomplete. The spectator Is mind seeks
to resolve the enigma and draws information from all
available sources: the juxtaposition of different forms, or
of the different media themselves, becomes
suggestive ... (Godby 1993: 14) .
Al though the use of fragments to deconstruct established stereotypes
can be a viable means of undermining Western constructs the process of
borrowing fragments from Other cultures has resulted in numerous
problems. Accusations of speaking for or representing Others is one of
the consequences of Postmodernism.
REPRESENTING THE OTH$R
Skotnes accounts for her representation of the Other as reflecting I'not
knowledge of the other but practice upon the other" (Skotnes 1996: 18) .
It is Sj~otnes' s intention in the \'1hite Wagons series and the !':1i~ca$J;:
pl"oject to cmalyse the way in which "different people encountered eacl;
other, and about some of the consequences of those encounters" (Skotnes
1996 : 18) .
In both the l'lhite-.¥LqgQns etchings and related concepts which extended
into the Miscast project Skotnes deconstructs the stereotypical
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presentation of encounters between the coloniser and the colonised.
Through the use of fragmentation and emblems in her prints and in the
ideas which embody the Miscast exhibition Skotnes intends to reveal
that the viewers knowledge of truth is both partial and incomplete.
One of the complications \d1ich al"ises from this exploration of'o~
historical truth is the problematic question of who has the authority
to convey meaning and give a historical account of the past and
present.
Others:
The following quote describes the problem of speaking for
Key to the arguments put forward by Foucault and Deleuze is
the awareness that any presumption to speak on behalf of
others is itself a form of refJression. By renouncing the
traditioEal role of the intellectual as "spokesman" for the
masses, a role which implicitly renders dumb those who are
spoken for, they further problematize the relationship
between theory and practice (Ferguson, et.al. 1990:5).
The lssue of speaking for Others is one which has concerned numerous
theoreticians. In this vein Gayatri Spivak presents the question: 'Can
the Subaltern Speak?' (Nelson and Grossberg 1988: 89) . The complexities
of the issues which the title of Spivak's text communicates will not be
discussed here. However the relevance of speaking for Others lS an
issue which is pertinent to the art work of both Siopis and Skotnes.
Speaking for Others is an issue that Skotnes has been confronted with
numerous times regarding her interpretation of Khoisan culture and the
political issues which these interpretations invoke. It is an issue
which creates more questions than answers. The concern over
representing Others does however point to the political nature of
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visual representation, which in Post-Apartheid South Africa is a
volatile issue.
Kendell Geers (1993) criticises the Sound from the Thinking Strin'TI"i
exhibition for "reinforcing precisely those I'lestern cultural
conventions of display and dislocation [Skotnes] is objecting to"
(Geers 1993 :14) . Geers' article entitled 'Culture Reduced to
Illustration' (1993) points to various contentious issues within the
exhibition which raise significant questions regarding Skotnes's
presentation of Other cultures. Geers' dominant complaint is what he
describes as the reinforcement of an "Us/Them dichotomy" (Geers
1993: 14) . He suggests that evidence of this can be found in the way in
which the white colonialists are depicted as materialistic and "earth-
bound", while the Khoisan are "eulogised" (Geers 1993: 14) Geers says
that Skotnes is "committing a form of cultural suicide" by presenting
her interpretation of the Khoisan: Colonial cultures (Geers 1993: 14) .
Geers explains that:
Art functions for the Bushmen as a profound expression of
deep-rooted mystical and religious v~lues. The medium,
composition, context and process all cor.tributed
intrinsically to that. Lifting imagery from that specific
time and culture-bound context into the Western fine art
tradition reduces the imagery to decoration. Despite
Skotnes's intentions, this ends up reinforcing precisely
those Western cultural conventions of display and
dislocation she is objecting to ... The rich mystical cultural
conditions and images of the Bushman age are, in the
attempt, reduced to illustrations and propagarda that have
no real meaning for either the deceased or the present day
culture (Geers 1993:14). .
In SO]Jnd_Fr_QDL1'Jle Thinking Stri.ng.s. Skotnes represents the Khoisan value
system through the appropriation of rock art imagery which represent
"forms seen through the eyes of the San" (Godby 1993: 21)
Biesele's (1990) criticism of this approach is that the
Megan
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Bushmen have been seen both as a sort of fairy-folk,
floating over the landscape with no concept of property and
no need for solid resources, and as bloodthirsty poachers
with a killer instinct. Romanticisation and denigration can
amount to the same thing in the end, a kind of death by myth
(Biesele 1990:9).
The criticism that Skotnes is reinforcing Eurocentric stereotypes in
the Miscast project has resulted in strong criticism of this
controversial exhibition. The presentation of Khoisan artefacts and
historical documentation has uncovered an intricate network of problems
regarding the representation of historical and/or cultural artefacts.
Schrire opens her review on the Miscast exhibition with the following
statement:
It has attracted more interest, outrage, and passion that
any other exhibit in the Gallery's history, as well as in
the history of the people it portrays, that is, the
indigenous Bushman, Hottentot, Khoikhoi, Khoisan, and/or
Quena peoples of Southern Africa (Schrire 1996:13).
r1any Khoisan visitors to the exhibition considered the exhibition to be
an insult. One of the recurrent allegations is one of a lack of
respect shown by Skotnes for the Khoisan people and their history.
Perhaps the most noticeable difference between the Sound From The
:J'hinking Strings and the Miscast project was the shift in focus from
the celebration of the "magical dimension of the San belief system" to
one which examines the control of the Khoisan heritage (Godby 1993:16).
In her review of the exhibition Yvette .ZlJJrahams (1995) says, "I looked
for any sign of J.l.frican empowerment and agency (Abrahams 1996: 14) . I
scanned the walls carefully, searched the corners and 2ven the floors,
to find nothing but the Khoisan cast as eternal victim. vlha t Skotnes
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had done was to renew that dishonour in the present"
1996:14) .
(Abrahams
Yet what is it that has caused people to deem the objects on display to
be inappropriate for an art exhibition? Schrire offers one opinion:
... [the exhibition is] stepping right out of the mould of
mannered dioramas and curate collections by exhibiting these
same objects in an utterly different way. It does all this
by dint of artistic creativity and sheer bravado, offering a
series of images that catapult right into the darkest heart
of the anthropological venture, to conflate science and
sorrow, archives and agony, and to invest museums and their
tidy displays with the cold, sour stench of the mortuary
(Schrire 1996: 13) .
For Abrah2.ms the most perplexing features of the exhibition is the
plaster casts which are prominent on first entering the exhibit
(Abrahams 1996:14). The reason for such offence was that decency and
respect for the Khoisan had once again been defiled. Abrahams recounts
some of the issues that were discussed in a meeting which took place
with Skotnes the day after the exhibition opening. This account refers
to one of the requests made by Abrahams at that meeting:
My people had left little for me to say, so all I wanted to
do was to ask Skotnes to remove the casts. I could hardly
believe my ears when I heard her begin to enumerate reasons
why she could not. Instead she offered to add the recording
of our protests to the exhibition. Our deepest emotions
were to be turned into instant art. The response to ot,r
attempt at empovlerment was to immediately disempower us by,
yet again, making us part of the objects on exhibit
(Abrahams 1996:15).
Another of the contested features is the floor of the exhibit, which is
covered with enlarged photocopied newspaper articles and photographs of
the Khoisan. For Skotnes these references were, "a visual metaphor for
trampling a history underfoot" (Anstey 1996: 17) . But for many Khoisan
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visitors this visual metaphor adds further insult to the injustices
suffered by the Khoisan over the centuries.
One visitor, who is identified only as 11 from the people of
Schmidtsdrift I Kuru and Namibia 11 (Anstey 1996: 17), had the folla-ving to
say about the covered floor:
I do not want to walk on the floor because I am
my people. Their suffering is too important.
have been shown on the wall (Anstey 1996:17).
walking on
It should
The collection of Khoisan photographs by Paul Weinberg is an integral
part of this exhibition. Al though the photographs are not taken by
Skotnes they are relevant in that they contribute to her portrayal of
the relationship between Khoisan and Western culture. Skotnes included
the photographs with the intention of providing a contemporary view of
the Khoisan. Skotnes sees the photographs as confronting present
issues surrounding the Khoisan. The photographs are one of the
problematic features of the exhibition in that they document the Other
from the perspective of a white, male. At the 1996 South African Art
Historians Annual Conference, Barbara Buntman and Rory Bester
questioned the issue regarding what they see as the problematic
construction of a Bushman identity in the photography of Heinbe:cg.
The title of Buntm"m <,",',d Bester I s paper is r The problem of mainly
\\Thite, rniddle':'class men photographing everybody else: Paul vJeinberg 's
photographs of Khoisan from Kagga Kamma and Schmidtsrift I
examines what Buntman and Bester refer to as Bushmania.
The paper
The term
refers to the popular depictions of the Bushmen who are portrayed
according to the dominant stereotypes constructed bv
1 predominantly
white, middle-class men. The stereotype perpetuates the myth of the
Bushmen as unified,
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timeless, hunter-gathers. This is the same
stereotype that Skotnes perceives as evident in museum dioramas in
which Bushmen are depicted in their natural state.
Although Buntman and Bester accept that the photographs cu:e an attempt
to deconstruct the popular image of the Busr,Jnen, they believe that the
photographs construct an alternative stereotype. They believe that
photographs provide a negative image of the Bushmen as victim and
create a generalisation of African poverty which invites a judgmental
interpretation of the subjects. The re-presentation of the Khoisan as
victims lS an allegation which Abrahams has accused Skotnes of
perpetuating in the Miscast project.
Buntman and Bester believe that photographs create a fragmented reality
in which types are created and which therefore re-romanticises the
Bushmen. By focusing on the Khoisan underclass status, the photographs
reflect the stereotype of the colonised subjects who co-operate with
and accepts their subjugation in silence.
It is for this reason that Buntman and Bester see the photographs as
problematic. They view the photographs as perpetuating the construct
of Bushmen identity by white, western, middle-class males.
lI.brahams' overall criticism of the e):hibition is as follo'lIs:
All of this would not matter, I suppose, were it not for
Skotnes' stance. What the elite does to entertain the elite
is their business. Fashions change and if the eli tetoda.y
enj oy a spice of guilt I a dash of naked bodies and some
charity with their art it really could not matter less to
us. But Skotnes' insistence that she is in some sense doing
something 'for' the Khoisan remains an irritant. This is
not a philosophical issue, but a practical one. Either she






idea. Either way, their exhibition casts
Skotnes' claims to present a Khoisan voice.
speak 'for' a people you know so little about?
speak 'for' a people you do not respect?
1996: 15)
The following quote by Greg Dening can be found in large red letters
across the top of the hall at Miscast. In this quote Dening refers to
the politics of speaking for Others. Ironically it is one of the issues
that critics such as Abrahams have. accused Skotnes of perpetuating.
This quote perhaps offers some form of a response to this kind of
criticism:
There is no Native past without the Stranger. No Stranger
without the Native. No one can hope to be r'2diator or
interlocutor in that opposition of Native a~G Stranger,
because no one is gazing at it untouched by the power that
is in it. Nor can anyone speak just for the 0'-2, just for
the other. There is no escape from the politics of our
knowledge, but that politics is not in the past. That
politics is in the present (Dening 1992:178-9).
Skotnes makes reference to this point in the exhib::' tion through the
inclusion of the quote from Dening wl).ich states t}-,Olt "there is no
Native past without the Stranger" (Dening 1992:178).
Skotnes's response to the allegations that she lS speaking for the
Khoisan culture is as fol1ovls: "if people accuse rr.E :>f appropriating
the Bushmen, they're not accepting the fundamental p~E~ise of what I've
done. This is about relationships and not one side c' another" (Anstey
1996:17). Skotnes says that:
All the evidence that I encountered in ~~seums was
constructed and created by Europeans. is their
photographs, their casts f their collections. ?::~ me it was
important to foreground that f and at the same time to say
that I am not in any way speaking on behalf of ether people,
I am just representing my choices and what found In
museums (Narrandes 1996:13).
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Skotnes explains that the "exhibition is a critical and visual
exploration of the term I Bushman' and the various relationships that
gave rise to it" (Skotnes 1996: 18) In the White Wagons series and in
later ventures such as the Miscast project Skotnes explores the
... relationships that existed between Khoisan individuals
and white settlers: relationships that were fluid and
changing, governed by differing needs and criteria, to which
both parties contributed, and by which each party was
irrecoverably altered (Skotnes 1996:18).
The problem of representing Other cultures and working with artefacts
which belong to Other cultures is an issue which both Siopis and
Skotnes have confronted in their visual representations of South
African history. Clifford's remarks offer one perspective on the
problematic issue of cultural representation:
If "culture" is not an object to be described, neither is it
a unified corpus of symbols and meanings that can be
definitively interpreted. Culture is contested; temporal,
and emergent. Representation and explanation both by
insiders and o).ltsiders is implicated in this emergence.
The specification of discourses ... is thus more than a matter
of making carefully limited claims. It is thoroughly
historicist and self-reflexive ... Feminist theorizing is
obviously of great potential significance for rethinking
ethnographic writing. It debates the historical, political
construction of identities and self/other relations, and it
probes the gendered positions that make all accounts of, or
by, other people inescapably partial (Clifford 1986:19).
This quote indicates th.at all historical and 8ocio-political accounts
\. are partial. Skotnes does not offer an impartial visual presentation
of Khoisan: Color.ial historical interaction. Instead Skotnes analyses
the way In vlhich the historical representations which document the
interaction between these two different cultures has been constructed.
\ Skotnes does not intend to speak Othe2.-s. Instead it is her
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intention as an artist to deconstruct historical imagery that maintains
a stereotypical portrayal of the Khoisan culture. Spivak says that:
If critics are to open up their texts to others ... without
speaking for them, they will have to "unlearn" the privilege
of their own vocation by taking into account their position
as part of a social, political, economic, and psychosexual
order (Ferguson, et.al. 1990:91).
Traditional masculine theory and practice therefore needs to be
deconstructed in order to avoid replicating and maintaining established
gender and ethnic based categories (Rando 1991: 50) Mira Schor (1991)
notes that a critique by women artists of the present "canon" of
representation is necessary because
... despite the historical, critical, and. creative practice
of women artists, art historians, and cultural critics,
current canon formation is still based on [white] male
forebears, even when contemporary women artists ... are
involved (Schor 1991: 58) .
It is the intention of both Siopis and Skotnes to establish an
alternate means of examining and representing South Africa's colonial
past. Both artists confront the viewer with an alternate view of South
Africa's visual history and expose the way in which "discourse
construct [s] the spectator" (Shohat and Stam 1994: 350) Shohat and
Stam suggest that there is no perfect "alternative text" and that
"tensions over class, gender, sexuality and ideology" will continue to
\. (' 1eXlst Snolat and Stam 1994:350). It is Skotnes and Siopis's intention
however to expose the differences and contradictions which constitute
these categories and to depict in visual terms that "spectatorial
positioning is relational: communities can identify with one another"
(Shohat and Stam 1994:350).
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE WORK OF SIOPIS AND SKOTNES
A comparison can be drawn between Siopis's appropriation of 19th
century historical imagery and the fragments of historical material
that Skotnes combines in the Miscast exhibition. The three rooms which
constitute the exhibition contain selected fragments from the past. As
mentioned in the description of the exhibition, the floor is comprised
of photographs, letters, and other documentation which are collaged
together in a manner not dissimilar to that used by Siopis in her
History Paintings. Both Siopis and Skotnes employ appropriated
material as a means of denying masterful illusionism in representation.
Skotnes takes this process a step further in that she does not include
her own art \flork.
Both Siopis and Skotnes use emblems in their work. In Siopis's History
Paintings the inclusion of emblems such as the peeled lemon, a globe of
the world, a skull, to rI1entioi1 a fe,-!, refer to the tradition of 17th
century European still-life painting. Richards describes how the
objects and realistic scenes of 17th century Dutch paintings frequently
served as a "veil to conceal meaning" (Richards 1989: 3) . Often
unexpected, hidden meanings lay behind what appeared to be an obvious
reading. Siopis uses these still-life paintings as references. The
representations taken from these still-life paintings can also be used
to refer to I'lost contexts and fragments of ruined or decaying systems
of signification" (Richards 1989: 3) .
In not a dissimilar way Skotnes employs emblematic features
appropriated from Khoisan rock art in the White Waaons etchings. Not a
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great deal is known about rock art and much of the meaning related to
the imagery died with the Khoisan. Godby says that
Skotnes acknowledges that our perception of the San world is
inevitably mediated ... But the presence within this text of
fragmentary ... images appears to make the claim that, while
the full extent of this [the San) world has been tragically
lost to us, art can provide both insight into some of its
secrets and access to the structures of its thought (Godby
1993 :23) .
Siopis and Skotnes use emblems to denote concealed meanings and to
refer to a system of signification which has been forgot ten. Siopis
uses images such as binoculars, an open book and other emblems 1n
Patience On A Monument to signify instruments of discrimination and
control; Skotnes includes similar emblems such as the flag and the
v:agon in her \'Jhite Wagons etchings to refer to Colonial domination.
The use of the emblem continues in the Miscast project. Features such
as the crucifix, the twelve rifles, two ladders, flag, three potted
plants and the five books, each of which spell out the word truth, are
emblematic in their signification. The emblem is one deconstructive
device which can be used to "refer to an endless network of traces;
information which has been submerged and given ne\·; meaning" (Leitch
1983: 118) . The presence of the word truth in the Miscast exhibition is
a significant one in that Skotnes is attempt:i.ng to deconstruct codes
v:hich were used to maintain notions of historical truth.
Siopis and Skotnes analyse in their respective disciplines the notion
of scientific truth and the correlation between science ar,d Colonial
subjugation. Both artists make reference to the exploratory nature of
scientific inqLliry. fl Patience On A tJ!ol1ument che inclusion of the
anatomical model of a heart points to the ill'partiality and search for
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pure knowledge which science sought to discover. Further reference is
made to scientific traditions in Dora And The Other 1;<Jomen in which
tools of exploration (not to mention exploitation) can be found in the
form of a magnifying glass and a telescope. The jewel-box and the
specimen bottles refer to the experiments done on Saartje Baartman.
In Miscast boxes are used in a similar way. The boxes refer to a
tradition of recording and codification of bodies and artefacts. There
is, however, further signification behind the uses of these boxes. The
inclusion of the boxes draws attention to the contemporary debate of
exhibiting and storing human remains. Skotnes questions whether it is
more respectful to store these fragments of human remains in a
cardboard box as opposed to displaying them as part of a public record.
The labels which are used on the boxes question the relevance of these
differences without necessarily providing the answers. Skotnes
recognises the dilemma which the situation presents. She says that,
"in some cases reburial, for example, may solve emotional and ethical
problems, in others it may promote the closure of issues that should
properly be kept alive" (Narrandes 1996: 13) .
It was Skotnes's intention to avoid the chronological presentation of
history. She therefore aimed to disrupt, or deconstruct, this
chronology by presenting each box as a fragment of South Africa's past
and expose the random nature of history. Skotnes uses a similar
process in the White Waaons series. Each etching is a fragment of
Khoisan:Colonial interaction in which history is combined with
mythology in order to critique the limited Western chronology of
documented South African history. In so doing Skctnes challenges the
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borders of established history and presents a broader visual spectrum
from which to interpret cultural interaction.
Just as Siopis constructs a monument of civilization in Patience On A
Monument, Skotnes also uncovers the debris of civilization and creates
a monument. In Sound From The Thinking Strings Skotnes creates a
visual monument which celebrates the cosmology and mythology of the
Khoisan culture. In White Wagons Skotnes represents the way in which
civilization intruded into that mythology and the disruption which such
an intrusion caused. This aspect of Khoisan: Colonial interaction is
extended in Miscast. In the Miscast project the monument that is
constructed is not made only from the obj ects which aided colonial
conquest, but also the bones of those who \,ere most affected by the
civilising of its subjects.
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CONCLUSION
Issues and ideas central to the work of Siopis and Skotnes have
resulted from numerous contemporary concerns such as decolonization,
the representation of the Other, patriarchal values and Nationalism.
All of these reflect in some way or other the undermining of certain
western patriarchal ideals in much contemporary South African visual
representation.
This dissertation has examined the intention of both Skotnes and Siopis
to reassess in visual terms what they perceive as the selective
presentation of South African history. The work of these two artists
examines historical imagery not with the intention of establishing
historical truth, but as a means of analysing established perceptions
of the events, people and environments which have made up South African
history. This history is one-sided yet it has been presented as the
united history of South Africa. The critique of South African history
is neither intended as an endorsement or condemnation of one view point
over another, nor do these two artists offer definite conclllsions.
Instead the work of both these artists explores the possibilities which
arise from a critique on Eurocentricism. "A critique of Eurocentrism
lS addressed not to Europeans as individuals but l'''.ther to dominant
Europe's historically oppressive relation to ics internal and external
"others" (Shohat and Stam 1994:3)
The art works examined in this dissertation analyse the ',·.'ay In which
Siopis and Skotnes "question and challenge existing patterns of
cultural pOl·/er" (Ferguson 1990:5) This can be been In works such as
Patience On 11, Monument and Cape Of Good Hope, where Siopis fragments
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imagery taken from totalising Western narratives and focuses on a
decentred multiplicity of localised struggles. It is for this reason
that the privileged position of class and nation are supplemented and
challenged by categories such as race, gender and sexuality. (Shohat
and Stam 1994:338) Siopis challenges established ~aster narratives
and issues of gender stereotyping through the deconstruction of visual
representation. Through the appropriation of 19th century
representations of South African history Siopis uses these images to
question the authority of the predominantly white, male presentation of
history. It is evident that Siopis perceives this imagery as being
biased and discriminatory.
Siopis has used Poststructuralist principles such as deconstruction to
undermine Western representation and in so doing analyses the official
version of South African history as presented "through the textbooks of
Christian National Education" (Friedman 1991: 15) . Siopis does this by
removinSJ the 19th century historical images from their original context
and altering them through a process of photocopying and fragmentation.
The images are then re-presented in a new context.
Siopis and Skotnes use processes such as allegory and d~construction in
their art work to undermine past historical imagery and material. The
inclusi()~l of these processes in their paintings and prints result j.n
the confrDntation of contemporary issues of po\.:er, politics ,:cnd
cultural representation. Keith Moxey (1995) highlights the relevance
of such a Poststructuralist critique in the work of Siopis and Skotnes:
Rather than legitimating a pre-established canon of
artists and works following the principle of
'objectivity', historians might pursue their own agendas
and articulate their own motives for engaging in the
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process of finding cultural meaning in the art of the
past. Instead of regarding the subject of art history
as fixed and unchanging, scholars have an opportunity to
define what that subject might be. In doing so, they
can display rather that conceal the cultural issues that
preoccupy them. The subject of art history thus becomes
manifestly an allegory of the historical circumstances
that have both shaped and empowered the subjectivity of
the artist (Moxey 1995:400).
Both artists are confronted with the problem of who can speak and the
accusation of speaking for Others. It is an issue \'lhich raises more
questions than answers. It is Skotnes I s intention in both the Whi te
Wagons series of etchings and the Miscast project to expose that "every
version of an I other I is also the construction of a I self'" (Clifford
1986:23). Both Skotnes and Siopis draw the viewer's attention to the
politics of historical representation in South Africa and the way in
which representation has been used to reproduce established
conventions and stereotypes. The following passage outlines some of
the objectives which Skotnes and Siopis have taken into consideration
in their representations of South African history:
Our attempts to understand and define ourselves are
necessarily made in conjunction with attempts to understand
and define those who are different, or "other" than we are.
Examining the extent to which we assert our OVin experience
as the norm, and the degree to which Vie eroticize,
mythologize, andlor marginalise the experience of those of
other cultures, races, ages, genders, or belief systems is a
crucial step t01liards understanding identity as a powerful
ideological tool that can be as easily used to serve
repressive interests as to promote the sense of group unity
crucial in struggling against oppression (Ferguson, et. al.
1990:91) .
The art work of Skotnes and Siopis indicates that South African history
contains numerous unchallenged issues. By exposing Eurocentric
concepts such as the acquisition and presentation of historical
knowledge both Skotnes and Siopis have revealed the potential for an
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in-depth enquiry into the ideological processes which South Africa's
visual history embodies. The issues which Siopis and Skotnes address
in their visual accounts of South African history may be problematic.
However they are issues which can no longer be ignored. The art. work
of these two artists reflects the way in which art has become an
integral part of cultural studies. A visual critique of representation
which depicts South Africa I s past is a necessary process in order to
deconstruct the exclusive, patriarchal values which dominate South
African history .
. . . we can no longer know the whole truth, or even claim to
approach it. The rigorous partiality I have been stressing
here may be a source of pessimism for some readers. But is
there not a liberation, too, in recognizing that no one can
write about others any longer as if they were discrete
•.\ obj ects or texts? And may not the vision of a complex,
'\ problematic, partial [presentation) lead, not to its
abandonment, but to more subtle, concrete ways of writing
and reading, to new conceptions of culture as interactive
and historical? (Clifford 1986:25).
The critical expression of artists such as Skotnes and Siopis have
disturbed the foundations of a patriarchal society in South Africa.
They have furthermore contributed to a "change in the form and content
of criticism, and the reality that [white) male-dominated ideologies
have constructed" (Langer 1991: 25).
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